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Abstract 
In [7] and [8], it is established that given any abstract countable structure Sand a relation R on S, then as 
long as S has a recursive copy satisfying extra decidability conditions, R will be Cz on every recursive copy 
of S iff R is definable in _%‘s by a special type of infinitary formula, a C:(p) formula. We generalize the type of 
constructions of these papers to produce conditions under which, given two disjoint relations RI and R2 on 
S, there is a recursive copy of S in which RI and R, are AZ inseparable. We then apply these theorems to 
specific everyday structures such as linear orderings, boolean algebras and vector spaces. 
1. Introduction 
Recursive structures were first studied seriously from the recursion-theoretic view- 
point by Russian mathematicians such as Goncharov and Nurtazin (see [ll] 
for example). They worked with the notion of a constructivization, which was 
a many-one map v: N + S from the natural numbers onto an abstract structure S 
for which the inverse images of the relations and functions of S are uniformly 
recursive. 
More recent studies of structures from the recursion-theoretic viewpoint have been 
done by mathematicians such as C.J. Ash, E.J. Barker, and J.F. Knight. The basic 
notion they have used resembles the following. 
Consider a countable model S = (A, {Ri}ier, {fj}jeJ, {c~}~~&, with universe A, 
relations {Ri}ieI functions {fj}jsJ and constants {c~}~~K. By representing constants as 
O-place functions, and n-ary functions as (n + 1)-ary relations, it suffices to consider 
structures with no functions or constants, i.e. structures of the form (A, {Ri}i,,). 
Label the elements of A with some subset A* of N. This then induces relations {RT}iEI 
on A*, inherited from the corresponding relations and functions on A. We say 
(A*, {R~}ier) is a copy of S. Moreover, we say it is a recursive copy of S if A* is 
a recursive subset of N, and the {R~}i~~ are recursive relations on A*. 
In general, we are interested in investigating the way recursion-theoretic properties 
of relations may differ when considered over different recursive copies of a fixed 
structure. 
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Diagram 1. 
Let us take an example. Consider any countably infinite graph G. We can label its 
vertices by the natural numbers. This then defines a symmetric binary relation C on 
N such that for x, y E iV, C(x, y) iff x and y are labels of vertices of G that are connected 
by an edge. Then (N, C) is a copy of the graph G. 
There will be many different copies of the graph G, corresponding to different 
labellings of the vertices of G. We have that such a copy (f+J, C) is recursive iff the 
relation corresponding to C is a recursive relation on IV. From now, we will be 
interested only in recursive copies of the graph G. 
Consider a graph G that looks as displayed in Diagram l(a). This graph is 
then just the disjoint union of infinitely many pairs of vertices with a single 
edge connecting them, and infinitely many isolated vertices. We consider two 
specific recursive presentations of G. The first copy, (tV, C,), is that induced by 
the labelling shown in Diagram l(b). Secondly, consider any r.e. nonrecursive set K. 
Let f(n) be the nth element in some fixed enumeration of K. Take the copy 
(RJC,) induced by the labelling shown in Diagram l(c). Here, we use all the 
pairs of the form (2i, 2f(i) + 1) to label the infinitely many connected pairs of 
vertices of G. As K is infinite, this is possible. Moreover, as K has infinite 
complement, there will be infinitely many odd numbers left over, that is odd numbers 
not of the form 2f(i) + 1 for any i. These are used to label the isolated vertices of G. 
Note that both (fV, C,) and (N, C,) are recursive copies. To see this observe that 
for x, y E N 
Cr(x,y)iff x=lmod3andy=x+lor 
y=lmod3andx=y+l, 
C2(x, y) iff x is even and y = 2f(x/2) + 1 or 
y is even and x = 2f(y/2) + 1. 
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As f is a recursive function, both Ci and C2 are recursive relations. Therefore, both 
(N, C,) and (N, C,) are recursive copies of G. 
Consider now the unary relation U of being an isolated point of G, i.e., the relation 
of being connected to no other points. In (N, C,), this holds iff x E Omod 3. In (N, C,), 
we have that this holds iff x # 2f(i) + 1 for all i E N, i.e., iff x # 22 + 1 for all z E K. 
So while the relation corresponding to U is a recursive relation in (N, C,), the 
relation corresponding to U is not recursive in (N, C,). For if U was recursive in 
(N, C,) then we would be able to determine membership in K by saying x E K 
iff I U(2x + 1). 
So what we have is two recursive presentations of the graph G. In the first copy, U is 
a recursive relation, in the second U is not. 
The moral then is that simple relations on simple structures may have different 
complexities in different recursive copies. This is one of the various types of phe- 
nomena which the area of recursive algebra tries to investigate. 
Much work in this area has been done by Chris Ash. For instance, in [l] 
and [2], the question is asked as to when we have the situation in which all 
isomorphisms between any two recursive copies of a given structure are Ai where 
0 < Lx < OCK. 
An impirtant technique in answering these sorts of questions is the use of a- 
systems. These were invented by Chris Ash, and have appeared under many different 
disguises in earlier papers. In [ 11 and [2] they appeared under the name of “recursive 
labelling systems”. It is the more polished version of the a-systems, such as those 
appearing in [S], which we find of use. 
In general, we will have some structure S and some recursive copy C of S. Assume 
we have some relation R on S. Then we shall often (ambiguously) refer to the relation 
R on C as the relation between natural numbers which we inherit from the relation 
R on S when the elements of S are labelled by natural numbers to form the copy C. 
Strictly speaking, a recursive copy should not only consist of C but also an isomor- 
phism v : S -+ C, in which case the relation R on C simply refers to v(R). Generally, 
however, we suppress the isomorphism v, for what we hope is a gain in clarity. 
We will be interested specifically in the following pair of questions. Given some 
01: 0 < a < myK, a structure S and a relation U on S, can we find a recursive copy of S 
in which the relation U is not C,“? Also given some LY: 0 < a < OF, a structure S and 
two disjoint relations U1 and U, on it, can we find a recursive copy of S in which the 
relations U1 and U2 are AZ inseparable? 
The first of these questions was investigated in [S]. In particular, it was demon- 
strated there that, given extra decidability conditions, if a relation is not definable by 
a particular type of infinitary formula (a C:(p) formula) then there is a recursive copy 
of the structure in which the relation is not a .X,0 set. 
Barker’s theorem will fall out as a corollary of our main theorem, Theorem 2.13, 
which helps us to answer our second question. Hence, part of our work can be 
regarded as a generalization of the work done in [S]. Theorem 2.13 is in turn also 
a generalization of Theorem 3.5 of [7]. 
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We assume the reader is familiar with basic pure recursion theory. In particular, 
a knowledge of Kleene’s Arithmetical Hierarchy will be assumed, together with an 
understanding of the constructive ordinals, ordinal notations, and the hyperarithmeti- 
cal hierarchy. All this can be found in [12]. Also assumed is a basic knowledge of 
infinitary logic, that found in [lo] is sufficient. 
Part 2 will be devoted to the metatheorems giving the answers to these two 
questions. Section 2.1 will be an investigation of the questions for rx = 1. We will begin 
by reproving Theorem 3.5 of [7], as it is the ideas and method of this theorem which 
provide the basis for the remainder of the paper. This will then enable us to give good 
answers to both questions in the case CI = 1. Section 2.2 will then set up the machinery 
for answering our questions for all constructive CI. In Section 2.3 the main theorems 
will then be proven, from which we shall deduce Barker’s theorem and the theorem 
answering our second question for all a. 
Part 3 is then concerned with applying the main theorems of Part 2 to specific 
structures. We shall be primarily concerned with Linear Orderings, Boolean Algebras 
and Vector Spaces. For instance, we shall demonstrate in Section 3.1 that there 
is a recursive copy of (0, < ) in which the natural numbers = Omod 3 and the 
natural numbers E 1 mod 3 are recursively inseparable. We shall deduce similar 
examples of d,O inseparability for c( > 1. In Section 3.2, we shall demonstrate 
that there is a recursive copy of the Boolean algebra B(o) in which the ideal generated 
by the atoms and the filter generated by the co-atoms are recursively inseparable. 
Again, we formulate analogues of this statement for CI > 1. Finally, we shall show in 
Section 3.3 that two recursive subspaces of the vector space I’,(F) can be made 
AZ inseparable under quite general conditions. It is hoped that this range of 
examples is such that the reader will be convinced that the extra assumptions 
required in the proof of theorems giving answers to both our questions are not 
unreasonable. 
2. Getting to the main theorems 
2.1. The case where a = 1 
In this section, we consider the following two questions: 
(Ql) Given a structure S and a relation U on S, under what conditions can we 
find a recursive copy d of S with the relation U not Zy, that is to say, 
not r.e.? 
(Q2) Given a structure S and two disjoint relations U, and Uz on S, under what 
conditions can we find a recursive copy of S with the relations U1 and 
U, recursively inseparable? 
Question 1 was answered in [7], subject to an extra decidability condition, by 
Corollary 2.3 below. In [7] there also appears a more technical statement, 
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Theorem 2.2. We repeat here this work because we find that suitable modifications of 
Theorem 2.2 allow us to answer Question 2. 
In order to answer these questions, let us consider possible situations where it might 
be impossible to find a recursive copy of a given structure S with a given 
unary relation not Zy. That is to say, the given unary relation is Cy on every recursive 
copy of s. 
Take the example, similar to that at the beginning of Part 1, where S is a countable 
infinite graph. Call a vertex isolated if it is connected to no other vertex, Consider the 
language of graph theory, { - } where if a, b are vertices of a graph, a - b iff a and b are 
connected by an edge. Then the relation of not being an isolated vertex is definable in 
the language of graph theory by an existential formula, in particular, x is not an 
isolated vertex iff 3y [ y - x]. Consider a fixed countable infinite graph S = (G, - ), 
and a recursive copy (T, C) of S, T a recursive set and C a recursive reflexive 
symmetric binary relation on T. Let U(x) hold for x in Tiff x is not an isolated vertex 
in (T,C>. 
Then, as U(x) iff 3y [y - x], in the recursive copy (T, C) of S, we have U(x) iff 
3y(y E T & C( y, x)). As C is a recursive relation, and T is a recursive set, U is then 
Cy in (T, C). So in every recursive copy of S, the relation U is Cy. Thus, there is no 
recursive copy of S with U not Zy. 
Consider then any countable structure S. We define the recursive injinitary 
Cl formulae, or Z; formulae, to be those of the form Wiel 3yi qi(X,yi) for 
some r.e. set I, and some set {cp(x,Yi)}ier of finitary quantifier-free formulae of 
9s so that the map [i + the Giidel number of vi] is recursive, for some system 
of Godel numbering finitary quantifier-free formulae of 3s which we leave 
unspecified. So the Cl formulae are infinitary r.e. disjunctions of formulae of 
the form 3ycp(X,y), where cp is a finitary quantifier-free sentence of Ts. That is 
to say, the 1; formulae will just be infinitary r.e. disjunctions of existential 
formulae in _.Ys. Often, we will allow finitely many parameters to appear in the 
formula. If these parameters are p, we say then that the formula is C; (~7). We then have 
the following. 
Proposition 2.1. Let S be a countable structure, and U a Cl(j) relation on S for 
some jinite set of parameters p from S. Then U is Zy on every recursive copy 
of s. 
Proof. It suffices to show that every existentially definable relation on S is r.e. 
in every recursive copy of S. From this, it will follow that an r.e. infinitary 
disjunction of existential formulae will just be the union of a uniformly r.e. sequence 
of r.e. sets, which is itself r.e., giving the desired conclusion. Consider then an 
existential formula II/(,%) ++ 3y ~(y, X), cp a Boolean combination of atomic formulae 
in _Ys involving only the finitely many parameters j. In a recursive copy &, all 
atomic terms become recursive relations and the finitely many parameters p from 
S get mapped to some finite set of parameters from ,rQ, so any Boolean combination 
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of atomic formulae gives us a recursive relation. It follows that, in any recursive 
copy of S, cp is recursive relation. As cp(X) c, 3y cp(y,X), we then have that $ is 
r.e. 0 
We aim to show that under certain conditions, the converse of this theorem is 
true-that if, on every recursive copy of S, U is C y, then U must be Cl,(p) for some 
finite set of parameters j?. This will be a consequence of the next theorem, from 
c71. 
For the proof, an extra condition is needed. Given a structure S, a relation U on S, 
and a copy & of S, consider the following condition: 
(*) There is a recursive procedure for determining, given an existential formula 
$(X, y) of the form $(x, y)++ 32cp(Z,X,j$ and elements ti of the universe of ~2, 
- - 
whether d k $(~,a)-+ U(X). 
The condition (*) just says that we can effectively recognize when any existential 
formula with parameters from & defines a subset of U. Note that this condition 
implies that U is a recursive relation on d. Now, let us state the theorem: 
Theorem 2.2 [7]. Let S be a countable structure, U a relation on S, and ~4 a recursive 
copy of S satisfying ( *). Then there is a recursive copy 99 of S and some isomorphism 
f: 9? -+ & such that if M is a Cy relation on 28 with M c f - ‘(U), then there is a Cl,(p) 
relation N on 3 with M z N E f - ‘(U), for some finite list j of parameters from 
a. 
This theorem is illustrated in Diagram 2. 
Before we prove this theorem, let us see how it answers one of our main 
questions, (Q 1). 
Corollary 2.3 [7]. Let S be a structure and U a relation on S such that S has a recursive 
copy with U sastisfying (*). If U is r.e. on every recursive copy of S, then U is ZC;(j) for 
some finite list j5 of parameters from 23. 
Proof. Let 93 be the recursive copy of S given by Theorem 2.2. Then, we know f - l(U) 
is r.e. on 99, as U is r.e. on every recursive copy of S. Set M = f - ‘(U). Then we know 
Diagram 2. 
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there is N with M E N c f-‘(U) such that N is C;(p). As we must have 
N = M =f-i(U), we have that f-‘(U) is C;(p), and thus U is C;(p) for some finite 
list @ of parameters, as desired. 0 
So, under certain assumptions, we will have shown that the converse of Proposition 
2.1 is true. Hence, we know, under the extra condition given, that we can find 
a recursive copy of a structure with a given relation not Zy, as long as that relation is 
not C;(p) definable. This answers (Ql) as in [7]. 
We proceed now to a proof of Theorem 2.2, as it is the details of this proof which, 
when generalized, help to answer (Q2). 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. For the sake of notational simplicity, we treat only the case 
where U is a unary relation. For the case where U has more than one argument, an 
analogous argument will yield the same result. Our construction of the recursive copy 
93 and the isomorphism f: $9 + B will be by a finite injury priority argument. The 
universe of the given d is some recursive set. Fix a particular recursive enumeration 
1 ao,a1,az,. . . } of this set. Also, fix a particular recursive enumeration of some other 
arbitrarily chos& infinite recursive set {bo,bl, bZ,. >. This set is to become the 
universe of 39. 
At any stage s we will have some set D, of atomic sentences and negations of atomic 
sentences of 9* This will be our approximation, at stage s, to the atomic diagram of 
~3. Consider then any recursive enumeration {cpo, cpi, . . . } of the atomic sentences and 
negations of atomic sentences of _YB. Here, by Z9, we mean the language of the 
structure ~8, that is the language containing all the relations of the structure S and 
having all elements of a appearing as constant symbols. 
We will ensure that, for s < s’, D, c D,, . Moreover, for all i E N, either qi E usD, or 
(1 vi) E usDs. We will ensure that usDs is in fact the atomic diagram of &J. 
At any stage s we will also have a function fs from some finite subset of ~$9 to some 
finite subset of ~4. Although these functions will not form an increasing chain, they 
will, in some sense, be approximations of the final isomorphism f: 99 -+ ~2, with 
only “finite error.” We will in fact have that f( bi) = aj iff fs( bi) = Uj for all sufficiently 
large s. 
We use the traditional notation { I+$},<, to denote some recursive enumeration of 
the r.e. sets. The requirements for our construction are as follows, for all e E N: 
P,: a, E ran(f) & b, E dam(f). 
Qe: GE usDs or (1~4~ Us& 
R,: There is c, E We with f(c,)$ U. 
Each of the requirements {PC},<, and {Qp>e<w ill be met. However, not all the 
requirements {R,}, < w need be eventually met. 
The idea behind the requirements {Re}e<o is that we want f-'(U) to have as few 
Cy subsets as possible. If a requirement R, is satisfied, we have We 5f-l (U), as 
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desired. We say that R, requires attention at some stage s if there is no c, E Wz with 
c, E dam(L) and fs(c,) B u. 
The construction is described inductively At stage 0, let f0 = 0 and Do = 0. 
Say that fs is D, coherent if a sentence $Cbij, bi29 . . . , bi,) being in D, implies 
that bi,, bi2,. . . , bi,, are all in dom( fs) and d k $(fs(bil), fS(biz)y . . . ,.L(b,)). This tells 
us that D, accurately reports some finite part of the diagram of B which any 
extension of fs to an isomorphism from g to d would induce. It will be a 
characteristic of our construction that for all s,fs will be D, coherent, 
fs will satisfy PO, . . . ,P, and D, will satisfy Qo, . . . , Qs. In fact, given fs 
and D, satisfying these conditions, our aim will be to construct fs+ 1 and D,+ 1 
satisfying these conditions, i.e., fs+r is D,+ 1 coherent, fs+i satisfies PO, . . . ,Ps+ 1 
and &+I satisfies Qo, . . . ,Qs+l. As we will have considerable freedom in 
creating such fs+ r and D,+ 1 from f, and D,, we aim to choose fs+i so that 
as many of the requirements {R,jeCw as possible are satisfied. 
Assume we are at stage s + 1, for some natural number s, and we have some fs and 
D, such that fs is D, coherent, P,, . . . , P, are all satisfied by fs, and Qo, Qi, . . . , Qs are 
all satisfied by D,. 
Assume also that all requirements R,, , . . . , R,+ 1 are satisfied by fs. Then, we can 
easily find an fs+ 1 such that fs + 1 is a 1 - 1 map from some finite subset of 98 to some 
finite subset of &‘,fs E fs+ 1 ,fs+ 1 contains in its domain all elements appearing in the 
formula cps + 1 ,fs + 1 satisfies P,+ 1, and f,+ 1 is D, coherent. (We take steps like this for 
granted. These will be explained more fully in Section 2.2.3.) 
Given this, we determine D, + 1. Let ‘ps+ 1 be of the form IC/(bi,, bi2, . . . , bi,). Then, as 
bil,biz, . . . ,bi, are all in dom(fs+i), it makes sense to ask whether d b ~(fs+l(bi,), 
fs+ ,(bi,), . . . ,f,+,(bi,)). If this is true, let Ds+l = D,u {(p,,,}. Otherwise let 
D s+1- - D,u{~cp,+,}. Then, D,G Ds+l, Ds+l satisfies Qs+i, and f,+i is Ds+l 
coherent. 
So pi, ‘. . ,p,+1 are all satisfied by fs+ 1, Qi, . . . , Qs+ i are all satisfied by D,+ 1, 
and f,+ I is D,+ I coherent. We can now go to stage s + 2. 
Assume then, in the previous case, that not every requirement RI, . . . , R,+ 1 was 
satisfied by fs. Choose some e such that 1 < e d s + 1, and R, is not satisfied by f,. To 
begin with, choose the least such e. 
Let gs be the least function such that gs sfs, gs satisfies PI, . . . , P, and R,, . . . , R,_ 1. 
We try to find a g: such that gs E g: , g: satisfies R,, and g: is D, coherent. Any such 
g: will still satisfy all of PI, . . . , P, and RI, . . . , R,_ 1, along with R,. 
Let jS = dom(g,). Let bi,, . . . , bin denote dom(f.). Let O,(Ts, bit, . . . , bi,) be the 
conjunction of the formulae of D,, together with all equalities and inequalities that 
hold between js and the elements bi,, , . . , , bi,. Then, imagine there was some choice 
Of ail,...,&_ from zz? such that d,(fs(j,), ai,, . . . ,ai,), and for some 
1 Q k < n, bi, E WS,’ ‘, and aik $ U. Then we could define gz as follows: 
s: (4 = s&4 if x EL 
4, if x = bi,, ldkbn. 
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Then, condition R, would be satisfied by g: , since we have for some k, bi, E W,, and 
g: (bc) $ U. Moreover, gS E g: , and by construction g,’ would be D, coherent. But 
how do we know if such ail, . . . , ain exist? 
Consider any value of k such that bi, E WS,’ ‘. We then seek to ask if 
t3%,, ’ . . , ai,) (d b O,(L(j,), ai,, . . . , ai,) & % $ u). 
As &’ and U satisfy ( *), this is decidable. We can ask this question for all k such that 
bi, E W:+‘, as WS,’ 1 is finite. 
If the answer to any such question for any such choice of bi, is “yes”, we can find 
a D, coherent g: as described above. Given this g: , we can easily find a D, coherent 
f s+ 1 with gz E fS+ 1 and fS+ I satisfying Pi, . . . , P,+ 1. The function fS+ 1 will then 
also satisfy R 1, . . . , R,. As before, we can extend D, to D,+ I in such a way that fS+ I is 
D s+l coherent, and DS+l satisfies Qr,. . ,Qs+r, as we already know that D, satisfies 
QI,.. . , QS. Having decided on fS+ 1 and D,+ 1, and noting that they satisfy the 
relevant requirements, we are now free to move to stage s + 2. We say in this case, 
R, has been attacked. Note in this case that some R,, for e’ > e which may have 
previously been satisfied, may now not be satisfied. We say then that any such R,. has 
been injured. However, for all R,, with e’ < e, R,, will remain satisfied if it was 
originally satisfied. 
If, however, the answers to all the questions of the form ( * ) for all applicable choices 
of bi, is “no”, we consider next the least e’ > e such that 1 < e’ < s + 1, and R,. is not 
satisfied by f,. Again, let gS be the least function such that gS c fS, gS satisfies 
PI,... ,P,, and gS satisfies all those requirements RI, . . . , R,, that are already 
satisfied by fS. Exactly as before, we try to find a g: extending gS which is D, coherent, 
and satisfies R,,. 
We obtain as before, a series of existential formulae whose truth we seek to decide. If 
any such formula is satisfiable, then as before we obtain fS+ 1 satisfying P1 , . . . , P,, I, 
fs+ 1 being D, coherent, fl+ 1 satisfying R,, , and all of the requirements RI, . . . , R,, _ 1 
which fs originally satisfied. From this, we can construct D,, 1 as before and move on 
to stage s + 2. 
If, however, the answers to all the questions for all applicable choices of k is again 
“no”, we consider the next e” > e’ such that 1 < e” < s + 1, and R,,# is not satisfied, 
and repeat the same procedure. We repeat this entire process for e”‘,e”“, . . . . 
Eventually, we will either satisfy some previously unsatisfied requirement R, for some 
1 with 1 < 1-c s + 1, and move on to stage s + 2, or all of the finitely many chances to 
do so will fail. In this final case, we simply expand fs to an fs+ 1 such that fs+ 1 contains 
in its domain all elements appearing in the formula (pS+ 1, fs+ 1 satisfies P,, 1, and such 
that fs+ 1 is D, coherent. We can then expand D, to a suitable D,, 1 as before, with 
D S+l satisfying Qs+ 1. We are then ready to move onto stage s + 2. 
This completes the construction. It remains to prove that the construction has had 
the desired effect. 
First, note that every R, is attacked only finitely often. This is true of RI, as once 
RI is met it can never be injured. Assume that R1,R,, . . , Rk are attacked only 
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finitely often. Let s be a stage after which none of RI, R2, . . . , Rk is attacked. Then, if at 
some stage s’ > s, Rk + 1 is met, it can never thereafter be injured, as Rk + 1 can only be 
injured by one of RI, R2, . . . , Rk being attacked. Thus, Rk+ 1 is attacked at most once 
after stage s. So RI, R,, . . , Rk, R,, 1 are all attacked only finitely often. By induction, 
it follows that all the Ri for i E N are attacked only finitely often. This is the “finite 
injury” argument, as it follows that each requirement is injured at most finitely often. 
Define f(bi) = Uj iff f,(bi) = aj for all sufficiently large S. We show f is an isomor- 
phism from g to &. First, we show f is defined on all bi. To see this, choose some 
particular b,. At stage e, it gets included in the domain of fe. (That is just to say that 
P, is met.) The only way we might have, for some s’ > s, that A( b,) #fs,(bJ, is if some 
requirement RI, . . . , RemI gets attacked. As each requirement is attacked only 
finitely often, there will be a natural number t such that for all t’ > t, f,(b,) =f,.(b,). 
Thus, f is total, as desired. 
It follows from the definition that f is l-1. We prove f is onto. This is essentially an 
identical argument. Fix some a,. At stage e, it is included in the range of fe. The only 
way its pre-image can change is if a requirement R,, . . . , R,_ 1 is attacked. As this 
only happens finitely often, there is some stage after which the pre-image of a, stays 
the same. This gives us that f is onto. 
Thus, f is a bijection from $3 to &. Take any atomic n-ary relation cp, and elements 
bi,, . . . , bi,, of g. Let D = usDs. Consider the sentence Ic/ = q(bi,y . . . , bin). Then, as 
each Qi is met at stage i (and cannot be injured), $ E D or l$ E D. Let t be a stage at 
which ft(bi,), . . . ,f,(bi,) have reached their final values. The formula q must appear 
as some qtP in the enumeration { 4oi)i < w of atomic sentences and their negations in _.Y?~. 
Let s = max(t, t’). Then, at stage s, II/ E D, or l$ E D,, and as A is D, coherent, $ E D, 
implies that d != q(f(bi,), . . . ,f(bi,)), and (it//) ED, implies that &b 
lcp(f(b,,), . . . ,f(bi,))- Thus, D is just the atomic diagram of &!?‘, which 9? inherits 
from d via f: 
29 is then a recursive copy. For, take any atomic n-ary relation cp, and elements 
bi,, . . . , bin. We must show there is a recursive procedure for deciding whether or not 
gkV(bil,. . . , bi,). First, note that D is r.e., as it is the union of a uniformly recursive 
chain of finite sets. So simply enumerate D, and eventually one of p(bi,, . . . , bi,) or 
lq(bi,, . . . , bi,) will appear. This gives us a decision procedure. So a has a recursive 
atomic diagram, and is hence a recursive copy of S. (A recursive copy is a copy with 
decidable atomic diagram.) 
So we have f: 9? E d and that 93 is a recursive copy of S. It suffices now to show 
that @ satisfies the conclusion of the theorem. 
Take any e E N. Then consider a stage s after which RI, . . . , R, are never attacked. 
As each is attacked at most finitely often, such a stage exists. Then let us consider 
separately the case where R, is met at this stage and the case where R, is not met at 
this stage. 
So assume R, is met at this stage s. Then, there is c, E WS, with fs(c,) # U, that is, 
c, $f; ’ (U). But from this stage onwards, R, is never injured, so the image of c, under 
f stays fixed from here on and so c, &f-‘(U). So We sf- ’ (U). 
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Assume then that R, is not met at this stage s. Then, at all stages s’ > s, we will try to 
meet R, by asking whether certain existential formulae are true, using condition ( *), 
but it must always turn out that all such formulae are unsatisfiable. The question we 
will be asking at all stages t > s is if 
for any k such that bi, E W:, where 0 is the conjunction of the formulae of 93’, together 
with certain equalities and inequalities between jt and bi,, . . . , bi,, where jS is 
a specific finite sequence of elements. In particular, js = { bl , . . . , b,) 
u {fY’(al), . . . ,fY’ Cue)} u c c wi nesses that Ri is met for some i < e}. { il i t 
We know there will be some stage s’ > s after which js and f(js) have settled to 
some final value. Let the value f( Ts) settle to be p. So, from this stage onwards we will 
then seek to know if, for some t > s’, 
3Ui, . . . 4,(dkQt(P,ui,, . . >ui,)kui,#U) 
for any k with bi, E WS,. 
As we know that R, is never satisfied after stage s, we must have 
3Uj, . . . uin td k Bt(P~ ui, 9 . . . , ai,)) implies Uik E U 
for all k with bi, E WS,, and t > s’ where 8, is the formula earlier defined. Note, 
however, that from the fact that jr =f-r(P) and the definition of 8,, we have 
@ + &(f- i(P), bit, . . . , bi,), so as f is an isomorphism 
(+) d b Q,(M”(bi,), . . . ,f(bi,,))~ 
So, for each bi, E W,, we will certainly have some t such that 
dbjai, . . Uik_iUii++ . . . ai,(MEail,. . . raik-1,f(bi,hai,+,r.. . ,ai,,). 
(Simply take t large enough that f(b,) has settled by stage t and use (+).) 
For each bi, E W, and natural number t > s’, we get a formula bbi,,*(x) on ~4 
defined by 
We know that, for any bi, E W, and t > s’, obi,,,(x) + x E U. We also know that for any 
bi, E W, there is a t > s’ such that ab,,,,(f(bc)). SO let M be the set of x in ~4 such that 
one of the formulae ob,,,t, is satisfied by x. Then, f( W,) G M c U, so 
W, E f-‘(M) c f-‘(U). But M is C;(p), as 
M(x)++ w Ob,,, t(x), 
b,,eW,,t>s’ 
and each o b,,,t(X) is existential and involves only the finitely many parameters @. 
Thus there is a C:(p) set M with W, c M c f-l(U) in 93. 
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So if R, is eventually satisfied we have W, c/-‘(U), and if R, ends up unsatisfied 
W, G f - l(U), but we can find a Cl,(c) set M with W, E M c f - ’ (U), as desired. Thus 
LB has the desired property and the theorem is proven. El 
So we have a reasonable assumption, under which it turns out that if a specific 
relation is Cy on every recursive copy of a structure, then that relation is definable by 
a C*,(p) formula on that structure. This gives an answer to (Ql). 
We now turn to our second question, (42) which is that of deciding, given two 
disjoint relations U1 and U2 on a structure S, if we can find a recursive copy of S such 
that U1 and U, are recursively inseparable in that copy. 
To do this, we require a more general version of Theorem 2.2. The theorem we 
actually require is the following. 
Theorem 2.4. Let S be a structure, U1 and U, relations on S, and JX? a recursive copy of 
S such that both U1 and U2 satisfy (*) in S (that is to say there is a recursive procedure 
for deciding sentences of the form $(x,4 -+ U,(x) for existential II/, and another 
recursive procedure for deciding sentences of the form 9(x, ci) + U,(x) for existential 
$). Then there is a recursive copy 93 of S and some isomorphism f: W -+ d such that if 
MI is a Cy relation on 93 with MI 5 f -‘(U,), then there is a Z;(pl) relation N, on 
23 with MI c N1 G f-‘(U,), and similarly if there is a Cy relation M2 with 
M, z f -‘(U,) then there is a C,‘&) relation N2 on 29 with M2 E N2 z f -‘(U,). 
What we have here is conditions for the conclusion of 2.2 to hold simultaneously for 
two relations U, and U,. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. Again, we assume U1 and U, are unary. As most of the details 
are as before, we indicate only the major changes. It is hoped that the many minor 
changes necessary will be apparent to the reader. 
We now have the following list of requirements. 
P,: a,Eran(f)&b,Edom(f). 
R 2e: There is c, E W, with f (cJ$ U1. 
R 2e+ 1 : There is c, E W, with f (ce)+! U,. 
The strategy for attacking any Ri is just the same. The same priority argument will 
work, and at the end we will have 
If RSe is eventually met, W, G$- ‘(U,). 
If Raet-i is eventually met, We cf-‘(U,). 
If Rle is not eventually met, W, c f - ‘(U, ) and there is a C\(p) set M such that 
W, c M -Cf -‘(VI). 
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If R2,+ I is not eventually met, W, sf-l(U2) and there is a C;(p) set M such that 
w, G M of-‘(U,). 
Consequently we have the theorem. 0 
Let us first note situations in which two disjoint relations of a structure might never 
be recursively inseparable in any recursive copy. 
Lemma 2.5. Let S be a structure, let U1 and U, be disjoint relations on S such that there 
are C; (PI) and C; (pZ) sets Fl and F2 such that U1 E Fl E uz, U2 c F2 c 0, and 
Fl v F2 = S (see Diagram 3). Then, in every recursive copy of S, there is a recursive set 
separating U1 and U,. 
Proof. We assume, as usual, that U1 and U, are unary. Take any recursive copy d of 
S. Then on &, Fl and F2 are r.e. We can define a recursive set R with U, c R E uz as 
follows: F2 and F2 are r.e., so assume Fl = W, and F2 = W,, for some a, b E N. Then, 
define x E R if the least s such that x E WS, (if it exists), is such that x 4 Wf,, and x 4 R if 
this condition fails or such an s does not exist. Then each element of Fl - F2 is in R, 
but no element of F2 - Fl is in R, so U, c R c u2 as desired. Moreover, R is recursive. 
To see this, consider any x E &. Enumerate W, and W, simultaneously. Then there will 
be a least s such that one of 
1. xE Wslandx$W;, 
2. x E Wi and x E Wb, 
3. x$WzaandxE W; 
is true. If it is 1, x E R. If it is 2 or 3, x $ R. So R is recursive as desired. 0 
Using Theorem 2.4, we can prove a sort of converse to Lemma 2.5. 
Theorem 2.6. Let S be a structure, U1 and U, disjoint relations on S, and A? a recursive 
copy of S such that (S, ol) and (S, u2) both satisfy ( * ) on &. Then, if in every recursive 
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copy of S, U1 and U, are recursively separable, there are Zi(p3 sets Fl and F2 such that 
u,~F,~~,,U,~F~~~~andF,uF~=s. 
Proof. Let 98 be the structure given by Theorem 2.4. Let R be a recursive set 
separating f - ’ ( U1 ) and f - ‘(U,) (see Diagram 4). We know then that R is a recursive 
subset off - ‘(u,). Thus, there is a Cl,(j) set Fl with R G Fl E f- ’ ( f12). Likewise, I? is 
a recursive subset of f- 1 (VI). Thus, there is a Ci (j) set F2 with I? E F2 E f - ’ (0,). 
Consequently, Fl u F2 = S, so Fl and F2 are the sets desired. 0 
Thus, under extra decidability conditions, we have necessary and sufficient condi- 
tions under which we can find a copy of the structure S with two specified disjoint 
relations becoming recursively inseparable, namely that there are no two C;(p) 
relations Fl and F2 with U1 c Fl c &, lJ2 E F2 G 0,) and Fl u F2 = S. This answers 
(42). 
This gives us reasonable answers to our main two questions for CI = 1, that of 
deciding when a given relation can be made not Cy in a recursive copy, and when two 
given relations can be made recursively inseparable in a recursive copy. 
Our ultimate aim is to give similar conditions under which a given relation can be 
made not Cz in a recursive copy, and conditions for when two given relations can be 
made Cz inseparable in a recursive copy, for c( < o1 . CK Conditions answering the first 
question were originally given by Barker in [8]. The next section, Section 2.2, lays the 
groundwork and defines the notions necessary to prove the more general theorems 
giving such conditions which appear in Section 2.3. 
2.2. The <, relations and associated machinery 
The primary aim of this section is to introduce and explain much of the machinery 
required to prove the metatheorems of the next section. 
We have divided this section into five subsections, 2.2.1-5. We shall treat each 
section individually. 
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2.2.1. The recursive injinitary hierarchy 
Our first aim is to define a hierarchy of formulae-the recursive injinitary formulae 
from [ 11. In Proposition 2.1, it was demonstrated that any C;(j) definable relation is 
necessarily r.e. on every recursive copy of S. We seek to find sufficient conditions for 
each c1 < myK, such that any relation satisfying any such condition for c1 is C,” on all 
recursive copies of S. 
In order to do this, we define the Cg and n; formulae on any structure S, for 
c( < 0:“. These were first defined and investigated in Cl]. To begin with, define the 
Ch and nl, formulae to be just the finitary quantifier-free formulae of S. We now 
proceed inductively. Given the Ci and n:, formulae, define the CL,, formulae to be 
those of the form Wier 3yi Cpi(yi, X) where I is an r.e. set, and each (Pi is a ni formula, 
so that the map [i + the Giidel number of cpi] is recursive, for some system of Godel 
numbering II: formulae which we leave unspecified. So the ZL+ 1 formulae are just the 
r.e. disjunctions of existential quantifications of fl: formulae. Likewise, we define the 
z+ 1 formulae to be those of the form ~ielVyi Cpi(yi,x), where I is an r.e. set, and 
each cpi is a CL formula so that the map [i -+ the Godel number of vi] is recursive, as 
above. The II:+ 1 formulae are then just the r.e. conjunctions of universal quantifica- 
tions of 2Y; formulae. If 1 is a limit ordinal, define the Zl, formulae to be those of the 
form vie1 3yiqi(yi, x), I an r.e. set and each vi a ni formula for some y < 2 SO the 
map [i + the Glide1 number of Cpi] is recursive. Likewise, the ZIL formulae are those of 
the form Aiel Vji Cpi( yi, x), I a r.e. set and each Cpi a Ci formula for some y < 2 SO the 
map [i + the Gijdel number of Cpi] is recursive. As before, we allow for finitely many 
parameters j. If a CL formula involves the finitely many parameters & we say it is 
C:(p). Likewise for the ZIi(p) formulae. So a C; or fl: formulae is one without 
parameters. 
Strictly speaking, in order to define the Ci formulae, we should proceed by recursive 
transfinite induction, simultaneously defining, for each /3 < CI, the Giidel numbers of 
the II: relations and the C;1+r formulae themselves, with suitable modifications at 
limit ordinals. In this and similar instances, we avoid this formality simply by referring 
to Kleene’s method of recursive transfinite induction and hoping the omitted details 
are all apparent to the reader versed in this method. Further details can be found 
in [l]. 
This then defines the recursive injinitary hierarchy of formulae in the language of 
some structure S. We proved in Proposition 2.1 that the C; definable sets are r.e. in 
every recursive copy of S. We show now that the hierarchy we have just built allows us 
to make a more general statement. 
Lemma 2.7. Let S be a structure, and let c1 < w1 . ” Let U be a CL(@) dejinable relation 
on S. Then U is C,” on every recursive copy of S. Likewise, if U is a Ii’:(j) dejinable 
relation on S, then U is II,” on every recursive copy of S. 
Proof. We prove the claim using Kleene’s method of recursive transfinite induction 
on CC. We know the result is true for tl = 1. Assume the result is true for some /I. We 
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show it is true for /? + 1. As mentioned before, we omit the many technical details 
about ordinal notations and Giidel numberings, favoring a more intuitive and less 
notationally cumbersome xposition. 
Any C;I+l relation is an r.e. disjunction of relations of the form 3jjcp(X,j$ with 
cp a Jl; relation. Take any recursive copy ~2 of S. Then, by inductive hypothesis, cp is 
LZj on d, so the relation 3jjcp(X,jj) is Cj+ i. Any Ci + 1 relation is a uniformly r.e. 
disjunction of such relations, so any C; + 1 relation is thus the union of a uniformly r.e. 
sequence of Cj+ 1 sets. This is itself just a Cj+ 1 set, as desired. 
So on any recursive copy, a Ci+ 1 relation defines a ZpO+i set. The result that 
a LZk+ 1 relation defines a L’E+ 1 set follows by taking negations. 
For limit steps the induction is similar. Assume lim(y). Then a C; relation is 
- - 
a uniformly r.e. disjunction of relations of the form 3y cp(x, y), with cp a lYlt, relation for 
some y’ < y. Each of these relations is just C:, + r, for y’ < y. So a C; relation is just the 
union of a uniformly r.e. sequence of Cy sets, which is C: as desired. The proof for 
ni relations follows by taking negations. 0 
We shall later show that given certain extra decidability conditions, the converse of 
this theorem is true, that is, that if in every recursive copy of S, a relation is X,0, then 
that relation is Cl,(p), for some finite set of parameters i from S. This result was due 
initially to Barker, and first appeared in [8]. 
2.2.2. The <a relations 
We move on to the <a relations. There are several equivalent definitions available. 
We shall be mainly concerned with the following definition. 
Fix a particular structure d. Define, for two n-tuples pi and & from &, p1 d i & iff 
for every finitary universal parameter-free formula cp of _Y&, d 1 cp(pl) implies 
zz2 \ cp(&). Then, define inductively ~5~ 6 k+ 1 jz iff for each sequence r there is a se- 
quence 4 of the same length such that &,? Q~ jr, 4. If ,? is a limit ordinal, define 
P1di.p,iffpl~,p,forally<~.Th ese relations have sometimes been referred to as 
the back and forth relations because of their relationship with back and forth 
arguments. 
In fact, the d a relations have a quite elegant alternative characterization. Define 
the CO and L’, formulae to be the same as the Cl, and n*, formulae. Then define, for 
any CC, the C, (Q) formulae to be the infinitary, but not necessarily recursive or r.e., 
disjunction of existential (universal) quantifications over U, (C,) formulae for any 
/I < ~1. Then the CL formulae are just the “recursive” C, formulae. A simple transfinite 
induction then shows that p1 <, p2 iff every Lr, formulae satisfied by pi is also 
satisfied by fiz. 
However, in the presence of an additional assumption we have this stronger result: 
Theorem 2.8. Let d be a recursive copy of a structure S. Assume the existential diagram 
of ~4 is decidable, and the relations { d s}s <a are uniformly recursive in j3. Then, for all 
jI, & of the same length from &, PI Ga j2 iff every l7: sentence true of PI is true of &. 
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So in a recursive copy with these extra decidability conditions, we have an 
alternative characterization of the 6, relations. To prove the theorem, we use the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 2.9. Suppose & is a recursive copy of a structure S such that in J$‘, the relations 
{GI,Gz are uniformly recursive, and the existential diagram of & is decidable. Then, 
for each y Q CI, we can eflectively jind, from any jnite sequence j1 from ~2, a II; for- 
mula @’ such that for all jiz E &’ of the same length as PI, PI 6, & iff d 1 @(jz). 
This was proved in [l]. We shall use this result to prove Theorem 2.8. 
Proof of Theorem 2.8. Assume that every Ii’: sentence true of & is true of j2, for some 
CI < mCK Let 4; be the formula given by Lemma 2.9, such that @(x) iff pi 6 a X. This 
formu;a’can be taken to be II;, so as every Z7: sentence true of pi is true of j2, and 
obviously q5gl (pi ), we must have +p (jZ ), and hence jr d d j2 . 
Conversely, assume p1 d a p2 for some ff < w1 . CK Then every D, formula true of jr is 
true of j2. As the II; formulae form a subset of the Z& formulae, it follows that every 
II: formula true of pi is true of j2, as desired. 0 
2.2.3. Coherence and the 6, relations 
In this section, we aim to look more closely at the notion of coherence. This notion 
was defined and used in Section 2.1. Here we define it again and look at its basic 
properties more carefully. 
Imagine that we have a structure S, and a recursive copy & of S. Consider 
a recursive set B = {b,, b,, . . . } on which we might be trying to construct another 
recursive copy of S. Imagine a l-l function f with finite domain and range from 
&Y into &. Imagine also a finite set D of atomic formulae and negations of atomic 
formula of _Y.+ Assume also that every element of @ appearing in a sentence of D also 
appears in the domain of 5 
We say then that f is D-coherent, or that f is coherent with respect to D, if for any 
sentence $ in D of the form $( bi,, . . . , bi,), we have bi,, . . , bin are all in dom( f) and 
& b II/( f (bi,), . . . 3 f (bi,)). That is to say, D is a set of sentences which accurately 
reports some finite part of the atomic diagram which 6% inherits from the partial 
isomorphism f of g with &‘. As the atomic diagram of _& is recursive, we can 
recursively decide, given some finite function f and set D of atomic formulae and 
negations of atomic formulae in _Yg, whether f is D-coherent. 
In the previous section, we used the following two lemmas freely. As they are needed 
later, we state and prove them once and for all. Throughout, we assume S is some 
countable structure, &’ is some recursive copy of S, B is some recursive set on which 
we are trying to construct another recursive copy B of S, f is a finite 1 - 1 function 
from B to d, and D is a set of atomic and negated atomic sentences in ZB. 
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Lemma 2.10. If f is coherent with respect to D, then for all a E ~2, be 93, there is 
a finite function g with f c g, such that g is coherent with respect to D,~E dam(g) and 
fE ran(g). 
Proof. Select the images of b and the pre-image of ti arbitrarily, making sure the 
function remains l- 1 and extends f: As all elements appearing in a sentence of 
D already appear in dom( f ), this will not interfere with coherence, and the resulting 
function will be coherent as desired. q 
Lemma 2.11. Let f be coherent with respect to D. Let 4 be an atomic formula or 
negation of an atomic formula of Ys asserted to hold of elements of $9. Assume these 
elements all appear in dam(f). Then f is coherent either with respect to D u {$} or 
Du W>. 
Proof. Let4 = 4(bi,, . . . ybi,).Ifdk+(f(bi,, . . . , f ( bin)), f is coherent with respect 
to D u {c#I}. Otherwise, &b 14(f (bi,, . . . , f ( bi,)), and f is coherent with respect o 
Du(lq5). 0 
This proves these two simple but useful principles. For the proof of the main 
theorems, we will also need the following intricate lemma, known as the “weaving 
lemma.” 
Before we can state this theorem, we need to define what it might mean for one of 
the <a relations to hold between two functions, as opposed to finite subsets of some 
structure. Let d and 29 be structures of the same type, and let f and g be partial 
functions from 93 to d with finite domain. Then, say f 9, g iff dam(f) c dam(g), 
dam(f) = bl,bz,. . . , h, and f (b,),f (b,), . . . ,f (bk) Go, g(b,),g(b,), . . . ,dbd. 
The Weaving Lemma. Assume c(k > c(~_ 1 > . . . > cc1 > cc0 2 1, and that fk < ak fk_ 1 
em,_, G. . . < b2 fi d oL, fO, and fO is coherent w.r.t. some set D. Then there is g 2 fk, 
such that g is coherent w.r.t. D, and fO < ‘xO g, fi d o11 g, . . . , fk _ 1 < bk_ 1 g. 
We refer the reader to [6] for a proof. 
2.2.4. The Cl, relations 
We move on to a study of the Cl, relations. These were first defined in [S]. We 
define them in terms of the <, relations. 
Consider a structure S and a recursive copy &. Let U be a unary relation on &. 
Then, for each CL < myK, and each finite sequence j from &, define Cl,( U, i) as follows. 
If a is a successor, i.e. u = fi + 1, then x E Cl,( U, fi) iff for some ti, whenever we have 
x’ and 6’ such that j, x, ti GB j, x’, a’ then x’ E U. 
If o! is a limit, define x E Cl,(U, j) iff x E Cl&J, j) for some fi < M. 
The following theorem gives a nice equivalent definition of the Cl, relations. 
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Theorem 2.12. Let S be a countable structure, d a recursive copy such that the 
existential diagram of d is recursive and the relations { < B}Bba are uniformly recursive 
in d. Then, Cl,(U,p) is just the union of all CL(p) dejinable subsets of U. 
Proof. We prove the proposition first for CI a successor. So let CI = p + 1. Assume x is 
in some C;(p) definable subset of U, but for all a, there are x’, a’ with p, x, a <p p, x’, a 
and x’.$ U. Let cp be a Cl,(p) formula which defines a subset of U, and contains x. 
Then, q(z)c*Wier 3yi Cpi(yi,z), each Cpi a 17;(p) formula. SO at least one of the 
3yi Cpi( yi, z) must be true of X, i.e., 3yi Cpi( yi, x) for some i. Let ti be the relevant witness 
for yi. Then qi(Z, x). But Cpi is a IT;(p) formula, and for all a, there are x’, ti’ with 
p, x, ti d B p, x’, 6’ and x’ $ U. Thus, by Theorem 2.8 from qi(& x) we can conclude that 
qi(a’, x’) for some X’ $ U. Thus, 3yi qi( jji, x’), and SO cp(x’), contradicting the assump- 
tion that cp defined a subset of U. So, we must have that there is an a such that for all 
x’, a we have that p, x, 2 d B p, x’, a’ implies x’ E U. Thus, x E Cl,(U,p). 
Assume then that x E Cl,(U,p). We prove x is in a C;(p) definable subset of U. 
Now, x E Cl,(U,p) implies that there must be an ti such that 
Vx’,Z’(p,x,G GBP,x’,ti’+ X’E U). Let Qs p*x,a be the (parameter-free) II; formula 
asserted to exist by Lemma 2.9, such that Q;“*“(W) iff p,x,G ba W. Define 
I&Z) c, 3Z’ @$“,“(p, z, a). Then $(xX and II/( z -+ ZE U. But II/ is C;(p), so x is in a CL(p) ) 
definable subset of U. So Cl,(U,p) is just the union of all the C;(p) subsets of U, when 
ff is a successor. 
Assume then that u is a limit, and x E Cl,(U,p). Then x E Cl,(U, ~7) for some /I < IX. 
We can assume /3 is a successor, so consequently x is in some C>(p) subset of U. 
Therefore, x is in a CL(p) subset of U. 
Finally, assume x is in a CL(p) subset of U for a limit a. Let cp define this subset, so 
V(Z)++ vieI 3ji qi(ji,z), where each vi is IT;(j) for some /3 < LX. Then q(x), SO 
3yi ~i( yi, X) for some i E I, where vi is II;(p) for some /3 < t(. Thus, 3yi Cpi( yi, Z) defines 
a C;+ I(p) subset of U of which x is a member. So x is in Cl,, l(U, f), and conse- 
quently Cl,( U, p). 
So Cl,(U,p) is just the union of all the C;(p) subsets of U, when tl is a limit. This 
completes the theorem. 0 
2.2.5. a-systems 
Finally, we need to consider the powerful a-systems invented by Chris Ash. These 
have undergone many changes, from [l] to [S]. For our purposes, the version from 
[4] seems simplest. 
We define a tree to be a partially ordered set such that the set of predecessors of any 
element is well-ordered. Let the order type of the set of predecessors of an element be 
called the height of the element. We will be interested in trees with one node of height 
0 such that all nodes have finite height, and each node has at least one successor. Call 
such a tree an w-tree. 
Then let (T, <) be a recursive w-tree. Let U and V denote the set of nodes of 
T of even and odd height, so the unique node of height 0 is in U. Let E be a 
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function that recursively assigns to each element of odd height, i.e. each v E V, an r.e. 
set E(u). 
We can then play a game G, in which player I will begin by playing the root node, 
player II will respond by playing a successor of the root node, player I will respond by 
playing a successor of the node just played by player II, and so on, the game 
determining an infinite branch in the tree T, as each player chooses a successor of the 
previous move of the other player. Each game determines a path uo, uo, ul, ul, u2, 
vz,. . . through the tree, with u. the root node, and ui (q) the (i + 1)st move of 
player I (II). We say that the game is winning for player II if Ui<oE(Ui) is r.e., other- 
wise that the game is winning for player I. 
A strategy for player I is then a function s which assigns to each v E V a successor 
s(~)ofu.Aplayu~,~~,u~,u~, . . . is said to follow the player I strategy s if Ui+ 1 = s(Vi) 
for all i. Say that the strategy s is winning for player I if every play which follows 
s results in a player I win. 
Take a recursive o-tree (T, <). Define an cc-system on T for CI < ayK to be 
a uniformly r.e. set of relations ( Cy)y<a on V(the nodes of odd level of T) satisfying: 
(1) If u ~~ u’, then E(u) c E(v’). 
(2) Ify<p<aandu~Bv’,thenvE,v’. 
(3) Each E, is reflexive and transitive. 
(4) Ifa>?, >yz>“‘>yk,U1~y,~~Cyl”‘C _ yr _ 1 uk and u is any successor of 
ul, then there is a successor v of u with v1 E y1 v and v2 c y2 v and . . . and vk E Yk v. 
The following theorem is then from [4]. 
The a-system Theorem. Let (T, <) be a recursive w-tree such that there is an a-system 
( Cy)y+ on T. Then there is no AZ winning strategy for player I. 
This theorem has been of much use in proving results in recursive model theory, 
from Cl] through [S], and [6] and [S]. We do not prove it here, but use it to prove our 
main results in the next section. For a proof, see [4]. 
2.3. The main theorems 
The main aim of this section is to prove the following generalization of Theorem 
2.2, for every c1 < OF. 
Theorem 2.13. Let S be a countable structure, CI an ordinal with 1 < u < WY, R a rela- 
tion on S such that there is a recursive copy JXI of S satisfying: 
(1) d has decidable existential diagram. 
(2) R is recursive on ~2. 
(3) The relations { <P}BGa are uniformly recursive. 
(4) The relation x E Cl,(R,p) is uniformly recursive in x and P_ 
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S F f-‘(R) R 
Diagram 5. 
Then, there is a recursive copy L?# of d, and a bijection f: ~3 -+ &, such that for every 
C,O set S with S c f -l(R), there is a Z:(p) set F with S G F E f -l(R). 
What this theorem is saying is that for any C,O approximation S of f-'(R) from 
inside, there is another ZL@) approximation from inside which is just as good, if not 
better (see Diagram 5). It is this proof which requires the use of an cr-system. 
Proof of Theorem 2.13. Again, it suffices to assume R is a unary relation. The proof 
presented here will be in some sense analogous to the proof of Theorem 2.2. We shall 
in fact begin by forming a similar list of requirements. As before, we will be construct- 
ing some isomorphism f from ~43 to ~4, where d is the given recursive copy and 93 is 
the one being constructed. We can assume we have recursive enumerations {a,}i<o of 
the universe of zz2 and { bi}i<, of the universe of 98. Also, let {Cpi}i~w be an enumer- 
ation of all atomic sentences and negations of atomic sentences in _Yg. To ensure that 
W is recursive, we require that its diagram is recursive. Let its diagram be D. Then 
D will be a complete set of atomic sentences of _Y9. Assume also we have some 
enumeration { W:}e < w of the C,” sets of natural numbers. Our requirements will then 
be as follows: 
P,: a, E ran(f) and b, E dom( f ). 
Qe: cp,EDoricp,ED. 
R,: There is c, E l+‘: with f (c,) $ R. 
Again, our wish that f _ l(R) has as few C,” subsets as possible leads us to formulate the 
requirements {Re}e<w. So to construct our a-system, we begin by constructing our 
recursive tree T with no terminal nodes. To do this, we first construct two sets U’ and 
I/‘. Every element of the tree will then be of the form (~~,v~,~~,v~, . . . ,u,) or 
(%,%,%rV1,. . . ,u,,v,) for some uo,ul,. . . ,u,EU’ and vo,vl,. . . ,V,E V’. The 
tree will then just be some set T of ordered tuples of this form, ordered by initial 
segments. 
To begin, U’ will just be the set of all ordered n-tuples of finite sets with n E N. So 
each element of U’ will be of the form (sl,sl, . . , s, ), n E N, each si a finite set of 
natural numbers. The intended interpretation of such an element u = (sl, s2, . . . , s,) 
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is as follows: let I be a node in the tree of the form (no, vO, ul, vl, . . . ,~~,b,,)> with 
u, = u. Then at node r, for each i : 1 < i < m, Si is the set of elements enumerated by 
w in the first m stages relative to some universal AZ oracle. That is, si is our mth 
approximation to WT. So, as we move to higher levels of the tree, the ith co-ordinate of 
the rightmost u appearing in any particular node will enumerate WY more and more. 
The set V’ will consist of finite sequences of the form (D,fi,fi, . . . ,fn). The set 
D will be some finite subset of the set of atomic sentences and negations of atomic 
sentences in _Ya. fr ,f2, . . . ,fn will be a chain of partial functions from 23 to d, 
fi cf2 c . . cfn, such that fn is D coherent. Also, for 1 d i < n, bi E dom(fi), 
ai E ran(fi), and Cpi E D or 1 Cpi E D. The intended interpretation of such an element 
0 = (Rfi, . . ,f.> is as follows: let r be a node of the tree of the form 
(uo,%,n1,a1,. . . ,u,, v,,(u,+ I)) with v, = v. Then at node I, D is our mth finite 
approximation to the diagram of the model 33 being constructed. Also, the final 
co-ordinate of v, in this case fn, gives the mth finite approximation to the isomorphism 
f we hope to construct from 23 to ~2. As we move higher in the tree, our information 
about the diagram of g will increase, and f will become more complex. The function 
fn is called the principal function of v. 
We construct the tree inductively as follows. Given a node of the form 
r = (%,%,4,~1,. . * , nn), we recursively construct a subset I’, of I/‘, such that the 
set of successors of the node in question are the nodes of the form 
(%I%,n1,v1,. . . ,u,,v,), with V, E V,. Analogously, for each node of the form 
r = (no,%,~r,a1, . . . ,u,,u,), we construct a subset U, of U’, such that the set of 
successors of the node in question are nodes of the form 
(%,%,U1,%, . . . ,~,,v,,~,+~), with u,+~ E U,. We also specify the root node (uO), 
and the set V, such that the successors of the root node are just the nodes of the form 
(uO, v,), Q, E I’,. Once this is done, we will have inductively constructed our recursive 
tree T with no terminal nodes. 
To start, the root node will be the singleton (u,,), where a0 = 8. This indicates that, 
at stage 0 of enumeration, all the sets Wq are empty. The only successor of (uo) will be 
(UO,UO ), where uo = (8, <8,8) ). Th is indicates that, at such a node, the diagram of 
the structure B we are trying to construct is empty, and our approximation to the 
isomorphism ,f: 93 + d is just the empty function. 
Consider a node of the form z = (uo, vo, ul, . . . , u,, v,>. Let u, = (si, s2, . . . , s,>. 
Thenlet U, = {(s\,s;, . . .,s~)lr>mandforalll~i~m,si~s~}.Then,thesetof 
successors of t will just be nodes of the form (uo, vo,ul, . . . , u,, v,, u,+ 1 ), with 
u,+ 1 E U,. All this requirement gives us is the obvious condition that, as the number of 
stages increases, our approximations of the r.e. sets (relative to the universal A: oracle) 
should form an increasing chain of finite sets. That is, our approximations of any 
particular Wq should form an increasing chain of finite sets. 
Assume then we have a node of the form z = (uo,uo, ul, vl, . . . , u,- 1, u,). Let 
v,-1 = (Rfixf2,. . . An), and u, = <s1,s2,. . . ,s,). We seek to determine the least 
e such that requirement R, is not met by fn. Each requirement R, is of the form: there 
is c, E Wd, with f (c,) $ R. In order to determine the least such e, we replace each WZ 
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by its approximation, s,, at the node u,. Then, to see if requirement R, is met, we ask if 
there is c, E s, with fn(ce) q! R. As s, is finite, f, is finite, and R recursive, we can answer 
this question. And so we can determine the least e such that requirement R, is not met, 
relative to our current approximation of the C,O sets at u,. 
At this stage we wish to attack requirement R,. Loosely speaking, our idea is as 
follows. In attacking requirement R,, we do not want to injure any of the requirements 
Ri for any i < e. However, in the spirit of the finite injury arguments, we will quite 
happily injure any requirement Ri for any i > e if it enables us to meet R,. Now, 
consider any element v of V’ of the form (D, fi, . . , fn). We know fi s f2 G . . . s fn, 
and that fn is D-coherent. Whenever we make a deliberate effort to satisfy some Rj, we 
make sure the corresponding Cj that satisfies Cj E IV; and f (Cj) # R is placed in the 
domain of fj. So, if we have made a special effort to meet Rj, and have done so 
successfully, the witness cj can be found in fj. This avoids giving witnesses special 
names. That is not to say that if fn satisfies Rj, fj will satisfy Rj, but if fn satisfies Rj, 
and Rj was met in some deliberate attempt at satisfying Rj, then fj will satisfy Rj. 
So when we attack R,, we will move from some node r ending in (D, fi, . . . , fn) to 
some node ending in (D’, fi, . . . , fe_ 1, g+ ), where g+ satisfies R,. Now assume we 
have established that R, is the least such requirement not met. Fix d = ran( fee 1). We 
want to make sure that gf agrees with fn on the pre-images of d. The plan of attack is 
as follows. Assume we have x E Wz, with x E dom( fn). We try to find a g+ as described 
with g+(x)$ R. Assume that f”(x) E Cl,(R, 2). Then it will turn out that we cannot 
easily find such a g+ satisfying R,, as the fact that fn(x) E Cl,(R, d), that is, the fact that 
fn(x) is in some C;(d) definable subset of R, spoils any simple attempt at finding such 
a g+ with g+(x) $ R. However, if fn(x) # Cl,(R, z), we will be able to construct such a g+ 
quite straightforwardly. Let us examine the details. 
Once we have determined the least e so that R, is not satisfied, fix a= ran( fe_ 1). 
Then we ask if there is x E Wz with x E dom( fn), and fn(x) I$ Cl,(R, 2). To do this, we 
simply test all x E s,, as s, is our current approximation to Wz, and use condition (3) in 
the statement of the lemma. 
Assume such an x E s, is found with x E dom( fn) and $(x)$ Cl,(R, 2). Then, the set 
of successors of z will be the set of nodes of the form (noI vo, ui, vl, . . . , u,, v,) with 
v,= (D’,fl,f2,. . . ,feml,g+), such that f, bpg+ for some /I< CI if c( is a limit, 
otherwisefortheBsuchthatB+1=a,Dco’,cp,ED’orlcp,ED’,f,_1cg+,g+is 
a D-coherent partial function from &J to d, b, E dom(g+), a, E ran(g+), and g+(x) $ R. 
In this case we gladly sacrifice all information contained in fe, . . . , fn in order to find 
a g+ satisfying R, so that in this case, R, is met. 
Note that in this case the set of possible such v, is non-empty. To see this, note that 
from fn(x) $ Cl,(R, z), we may conclude that for all a, there are z’, a’ such that we have _ 
d, fn(x), ii d B 2, z’, ii’ with z’ $ R for some (in fact all) /I < c( if a is a limit, otherwise for 
the /I such that /I + 1 = CI. So fix 2 = ran(f,) - {&f,(x)). Then we know we can find 
z and a’ with d, fn(x), ii < p 2, z, a’ and z $! R. From this, we can define a function g by 
g(fJ34) = d, g(x) = z and g(f;‘(ii)) = a’. 
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Then fn < p g. Expand g to a g + such that b, E dom(g+), a, E ran(g+). Then fn < p g+ 
and g+ is D-coherent. Expand D to D’ such that g+ is D’-coherent, and (P” E D’ or 
1 (P,, E D’. Then, g+(x) # R. Thus, we have constructed a possible successor of r. So, as 
desired, the set of possible such u, is non-empty. 
Assume then that there was no x E s, found with x E dom(f,) and fn(x) +! Cl,(R, 2). 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.2, we let e’ be the least number such that e < e’ < n and 
requirement R,, is not satisfied. We then fix a= ran(f,,_ i) and repeat essentially the 
same procedure, that is, ask if there is x E s,, with x E dom(f,) and fn(x) $ Cl,(R, 2). If 
there is, a set of possible successors of r is defined as before. Else, we go to the next 
least e” < n with R,- not satisfied, and proceed analogously. Repeating this process, 
we get finitely many chances to attack some Ri, i < n. 
If all such attempts fail, then let the set of successors of r be the set of nodes of the 
form (~~,~~,~~,ui,. . . ,u,, v,> with u, = (D’,fi,fi, . . . ,.L.L+ 1 >, such that 
D E D’, (P,, E D’ or 1 (P” E D’, fn G fn + 1 ,fn + 1 is a D’-coherent partial function from W 
to ,QI, b,+r Edom(f,+i), and a,+, E ran(f, + i). The principal function of v, will then 
be f;l+i, and (for all we know) all previously unsatisfied requirements R, are left 
unsatisfied. 
This completes the construction of the tree T. 
We have defined our recursive tree T with no terminal nodes. We define the 
function E as follows: let u be a node at an odd level, so v = (u,,, uO, . . . , u,,, v,) and 
v, = {D,fi, . . . ,fk}. Then define E(v) = D. 
We seek now to apply the a-system theorem. To do this, we need to define relations 
(G,>,<, on the nodes of odd levels. We do this as follows: let n1 and n2 be nodes of 
odd levels, and let fnl and fn, be the principal functions of the rightmost elements in 
each of these nodes. Then write rrl cu n2 iff rrl occurs below n2 in the tree ordering 
and fnl d ,.L,. 
We seek now to verify conditions (l), (2), (3) and (4), 
(1) If v E O v’, then E(u) E E(v’). 
(2) If y < /I < CI and u GNU’, then v E,u’. 
(3) Each G Y is reflexive and transitive. 
(4) If a > yr > y2 > . . . > yk, and v1 G y1 v2 G y2 G . . . E yk_l uk, and u is any suc- 
cessor of ui , then there is a successor u of u such that vi G yi v for each i = 1, . . . , k. 
(1) follows from the fact that if v c ,, u’, then u’ lies above u in the tree ordering, and 
hence E(v) s. E(u’). Conditions (2) and (3) follow simply from basic facts about the 
< y relations. We shall now demonstrate that (4) holds. To do this, we fix some ul, and 
a successor u of ui. Assume, for some v2, . . . , uk we have u1 G yI v2 E y2 C . . . 
c -yYk_Iuk9 so that fv, ~ylfv2~y2~~~-Syk_,fvk, for some cc>yl>y2>“‘>Yk 
where fvi is the principal function of vi. 
There are two cases to consider. First, the nodes above u were chosen in the case 
where there was no x E W: with x E ran(f,) and fn(x) $ Cl,(R, d, for any selected e. In 
this case, the successors of u are nodes of the form ( . . , vl, u, u), where if 
~1 = <D,.fi, . . . ,fn), then v is required to be of the form (D’,fi, . . . ,fn,fn+l ) such 
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thatDc D’,cp,eD’orlq,,eD’,f,~ fn+l,fn+l is a D’-coherent partial function from 
29 to ,ol,b,+, Edom(f,+,), and a,+, E ran( fn+ 1). Note that, as fn is the principal 
function of ul, we can write fV, instead of fn whenever our notation requires it, so 
fV, =J,. To start with, we know fV, is D-coherent. As f”, is the principal function of 
a node above vl, it follows that f”, is also D-coherent. Applying the Weaving Lemma, 
we obtain a function h such that for each i = 1, . . . , k we have fVi <y, h, f”, c h, and 
h is D-coherent. So extend h to a function h+ which is D-coherent, and 
b II+1 E dom(h+),a,+l E ran(h+). Then extend D to D’ such that h’ is D’-coherent, and 
(P,,ED’ or -~cp,,eD’. Then v=(D’,fi,.. . ,fm, h+) gives a suitable successor of 
u satisfying condition (4). 
Secondly, consider the case where there was x E W: with x E dom(f,) and 
fn(x) $ Cl,(R, d, for some selected e. In this case, the successors of u are nodes of the 
form ( . . . , ul, u, v), where if u1 = (D,fi, . . . ,f”,), v is required to be of the form 
(D’,fl,f2,. . . , feml,g+),D E D’,q,,eD’orlcp,eD’,f,, GBg+forsome/?< aifccis 
a limit, otherwise for the p such that /I + 1 = CI, fe_ 1 G g+, g+ a D’-coherent function, 
b,Edom(g+),a,Eran(g+), and g’(x)#R. 
As before, take h to be the function given by the Weaving Lemma, so fO, E h. Put 
ran(fe_l) = &a = ran(h) - {&f,(x)}. S’ mce fn(x) $Cl,(R, d), then we can find z,ti’ 
such that 2, fn(x), ci d 6 d, z, ti’, and z $ R where 6 = y1 if GI is a limit, otherwise 6 is the 
predecessor of CX. From this, we can define a function g such that h < 6 g and g(x) $ R. 
Extending g to contain b, in its domain and a, in its range, we obtain some g+ which is 
D coherent. D may then be extended to D’ to include (P,, or iv,,. Then 
u = (D’& , . . . , fe _ 1, g ’ ) gives a suitable successor of u satisfying condition (4). 
Thus, in both cases, condition (4) holds, and we have an a-system. 
Consider the game then that gets played on this tree. This consists of player I 
playing a node from U, and player II playing a node from V in such a way that this 
process, when repeated, yields a branch of the tree T. So in effect, player I gives 
information about the C,” sets as player II attempts to construct 9Zf and an isomor- 
phism f: LB + d. As player I gives more and more information about the C,O sets, 
player II modifies his construction in an attempt to meet all the P,, Qe and 
R, requirements. 
We know then that from the a-system theorem, for any AZ I-strategy, there is a play 
which follows it and is winning for II. Consider then the following I-strategy. Fix any 
AZ set 0 such that all the Cz sets are just r.e. in 0, that is, 0 is a universal AZ set. Then, 
located at any node (uo,vl,. . . ,un,v,,), player I plays (uO,vl,. . . ,u,,u,,,u,+~), 
where u,+~ = <s1,s2,. . . ,s,,,s,+~), and for 1 6 i d n + 1,~~ is just the elements 
enumerated by Wi relative to 0 in the first II + 1 stages of enumeration. Thus, player I 
provides all the “true” information about the C,O sets. We know then that by the 
cc-system theorem there is a play which follows it and is winning for II. This play 
defines a path (G), (~0, ~0)~ (G,UO, u1 1,. . . which is winning for II. Let S be the infinite 
sequence (vo, vl, v2, . . .). Each vi will be of the form (Di,fyiyfzy . . . ,f El) for some 
k (a function of Vi). Moreover, Do E D1 G . . . . and D = Uico Di will provide an r.e. 
set of atomic formulae and negations of atomic formulae such that, for all 
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quantifier-free cp E Yg we have cp E D or 1 cp E D. That D is r.e. follows from the fact 
that the play is winning for II. From the fact that D is r.e., it follows that in fact D is 
recursive. Thus D defines a recursive structure B. We now construct an isomorphism 
f:B E & from the sequence S. First, note that once all requirements 
{Rr,Rz,. . . , R,} are met for some e, they can never be injured. So, by a standard 
finite injury argument, each R, is attacked at most finitely often. Consequently, we 
have lim,,,f? exists for each i, as the only way a f y” can change is if requirement 
Rj is attacked where j < i. Let, for each i, lim,, o. f yn be fi. Then the fi will form 
a chain, fi c fi G f3. . . . Let f = lJiCo-f;. . Each fi is a partial function from &? to d, 
with bi E dam(h) and ai E ran(A). SO f is a bijection from the set {bi}i<, to {ai)i<w. 
Moreover, using the fact that each f ii is Di coherent, it follows as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.2 that D is in fact just the atomic diagram of the presentation f - l(d), 
which we call 3. 
Having constructed the recursive presentation $I, it remains to verify that B satis- 
fies the conditions of the theorem. 
Fix a particular e. Assume requirement R, is met at some stage s by player II and is 
never thereafter injured. Then we know there is c, E W: with f (c,) 4 R. Consequently 
f(ce)$R. So W: s$-‘(R). 
Assume then that requirement R, is not eventually met by player II. Consider some 
stage s at which fi,fi, . . . , fe_ 1 have settled to their final values, so d = ran( fe_ 1) is 
fixed. Then it must be the case that, for all x E Wz,f (x) E Cl,(R,d). So _ _ 
x E Wz -+ f (x) E Cl,(R, d). Now, Y E Cl,(R, d) iff there is some a, such that whenever, 
d, r, a < B d, r’, a’ for all /I < CI, we must have r’ E R. So given any choice of r E Cl,(R, Ii>, 
there is some corresponding choice of a 
Moreover, the choice of ti can be found by a 
the 6p relations for all /I < ~1. Denote this 
Define a predicate ,$‘,’ as follows: 
which makes the above sentence true. 
A i process in r, given the recursiveness of 
choice of G by ii(r). 
This predicate is II;(d) by Lemma 2.9. 
First, we consider the case where u is a successor ordinal. Assume CI = p + 1. 
Consider the relation Q on d such that 
Q(x)- w 32&““‘(x,Z) 
<r*i(r)>_ 
rsCl,(R.d) 
that is, 
Q(X)+-+ w 32 [d, r, ii(r) < B d, x, Z] 
<r, a(r)>_ 
reCl.(R,d) 
where (p”p’**’ is n;(d). So Q is definable as a uniformly Cy disjunction of formulae of 
the form 3Zcp(Z), 40 a II;(d) formulae, /I > 1. We show how any such formula can be 
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redefined as a uniformly r.e. disjunction of formulae of the same form, from which we 
will be able to conclude that Q is a C;(d) relation. 
Assume I is a C: set, and we have a formula WiE1 ‘pi where each cpi is of the form 
32$i(Z),$i a n;(d) formula, p > 1. Now, iEZ iff !ljP(i,j) for some ZIY relation P. 
Then let Bij be some n; formula recursively obtainable from i, j which is a tautology if 
P(i, j) and a contradiction if 1 P(i,j) (such Bij are easily constructed). Then 
y Vi z W (P(Cj)&(cPi)) E W Ceij&cPi). 
i,j Lj 
NOW, Bij& vi is of the form [II*, & 3ni(d)]. Thus WiEl Cpi s logically equivalent to 
a uniformly recursive disjunction of existential quantifications over II>(d) formulae, 
which is Z:(z), as desired. In particular, our relation Q is C;(d). 
From the definition of a(r), we know that for all x E JZZ’, Q(x) -+ x E R. So the set of 
x satisfying Q(x) is a subset of R. Moreover, for any x in 2, 
x E IV: +f(x) E Cl,(R,d) + Q(f(x)). So f(Wz) E Q. We have f(W:) G Q E R, so 
w~~f~‘(Q)~,f-‘(R).ButQisC~(d)on~,henceQisC~(p)on~withp=f-’(d). 
Thus there is a C:(d) definable set separating IV’: and f-‘(R) as desired. 
Next consider the case where CI is a limit. Assume Y E Cl,(R, 2). Then r is in some 
C:(d) subset of R. Consequently, Y must be in some C;l,(d, subset of R, PI < cz, and so 
r E Cl,,.(R, 2). So there is some 6 such that whenever d, r, E d p,. 2, r’, a’, we have r’ E R. 
Let this ti be Z(r) as before. Then, let 
Q(X)- w ~zcpp"'(x,i). 
<r,nw>_ 
roCl,(R,d) 
We have that Q is C:(d), and by a similar argument, f(lVz) E Q c R. 
So if R, is eventually met, Wz s/f-‘(R). However, if R, is not eventually met, 
Wz if-‘(R), but we have a Cl,(p) set Q between Wz and f-‘(R). Thus the recursive 
copy W satisfies the desired conditions and the theorem is proven. 0 
As with Theorem 2.4, it is also straightforward to do the argument presented on two 
relations R, and R2 at once. All this requires is a doubling up of requirements as 
before, so we have: 
P,: a, E ran(f)&b, ~dom(f). 
Qe: cpe ED or (1 cp,) E D. 
R 2e: There is c, E Wz with f(c,) 6 R, . 
R 2e+l: There is C,E W: with f(c,)#R2. 
The theorem that can thus be proved is 
Theorem 2.14. Let S be a countable structure, RI and R2 relations on S such that there 
is a recursive copy & of S satisfying: 
(1) JX? has decidable existential diagram. 
(2) R1 and R2 are both recursive on ZZI. 
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(3) The relations { <P}8s, are uniformly recursive. 
(4) The relations x E Cl,(l?, , ji) and x E Cl,(i?,, p) are uniformly recursive in x and j. 
Then there is a recursive copy ?2 of d, and a bijection f: 9 + d, such that if 
Scf-‘(R,)forsomeC~setS,thereisaC~(~)setF,withS~ F1 Ef-‘(Rt).Likewise, 
if S c f -l(RZ) for some C,” set S, there is a C:(p) set F2 with S G F2 E f -l(R2). 
Using these theorems, and taking the assumptions (1) to (4) in each of these 
theorems for granted, we can then answer the two questions of when we can find 
a recursive copy of a structure with a given relation not Z,” on that copy for some 
CI < o.$~, and when we can find a recursive copy of a structure with two given disjoint 
relations d,O inseparable in that copy. An answer to the first question had actually 
already been obtained by Barker in [S], but also falls out as a corollary of our 
Theorem 2.13. 
Consider the first question. We know already that if a relation is expressible by 
a C:(p) formula, then it is Cz on every recursive copy of the structure in question. In 
Section 2.1, we found a converse to this statement for CI = 1. Using Theorem 2.13, we 
have the converse for all IX< ayK from [S]. 
Corollary 2.15 [S]. Let S be a countable structure, R a relation on S such that there is 
a recursive copy J&’ of S satisfying (l)-(4) of Th eorem 2.13. Then, if R is .X2 on every 
recursive copy of S, R is CL(p). 
Proof. Let g be the recursive copy asserted to exist by Theorem 2.13. Then, f _ l(R) is 
C,” by assumption, so f-l(R) is itself a Cz subset off -l(R), thus f-‘(R) is Cl,(p) for 
some finite set j of parameters, by the conclusion of Theorem 2.13. Thus R is Z:(p), as 
desired. 0 
So we know, given the additional assumptions (l)-(4), that we can find a copy of 
a structure with a given relation not C,” iff that relation is not Cl,(p) for any i. This 
answers our first question. Consider then the second question, that of when we 
can find a recursive copy of a given structure with two relations d,O inseparable in 
that copy. 
We have the following analogue of Lemma 2.5. 
Lemma 2.16. Let S be a structure, let Ul and U2 be disjoint relations on S such that, for 
some finite lists PI and pz of parameters, there are Ci(pI) and CL(&) sets Fl and 
F2 such that U1 E Fl E Uz, U2 G F2 c U, and F1 v F2 = S (see Diagram 6). Then, in 
every recursive copy of S, there is a AZ set separating U1 and Uz. 
Proof. Take any recursive copy J$’ of S. Then, on -02, Fl and F2 will be C,“. In 
particular, F1 and F2 are r.e. in some AZ set. So, relatiwizing the proof of Lemma 2.5, 
we have a set recursive in a AZ set separating F1 and F2, that is, a AZ set separating 
UlandUz. 0 
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Diagram 7. 
Using Theorem 2.14 we can obtain, under extra conditions, the converse to this 
theorem. 
Theorem 2.17. Let S be a structure, RI and R2 disjoint relations on S, and JZI a recursive 
copy of S satisfying: 
(1) d has decidable existential diagram. 
(2) RI and R2 are both recursive on d. 
(3) The relations { <8}8aa are uniformly recursive. 
(4) The relations x E Cl,(R, , p) and x E Cl,(R,, p) are uniformly recursive in x and p. 
Then, if in every recursive copy RI and R2 are AZ separable, there are Z’,(p) sets 
RI and R2 such that RI G F1 E Rz, R2 E F2 c RI, and F, u F2 = S. 
Proof. Let B be the structure given by Theorem 2.14. Then let P be a Ai set separating 
RI and R2 (see Diagram 7). 
We know P is a AZ subset of f-’ (R2). Thus, there is a C<(p) set F1 with 
P E F1 cf-‘(I?,). Likewise, p is a AZ subset off -‘(RI). Thus, there is a C;(p) set 
F2 with p G F2 E f -‘(RI). Consequently, F1 u F2 = &, and so F1 and F2 are the 
desired sets. 0 
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So, given the additional assumptions (l)-(4), we can find a copy of a structure with 
a pair of given disjoint unary relations AZ inseparable as long as there are no two 
C’,(p) sets F, and Fz with the relevant inclusions holding. This answers the second 
question. 
We have answered our main questions, under additional assumptions. In the next 
section, we will use the theorems of this and the previous sections on specific everyday 
structures S. It will be seen then that conditions (l)-(4) of the various theorems 
presented are met under a large variety of circumstances, and so our answers to our 
main questions are good ones. 
3. Applications 
3.1. Linear orderings 
In this and the remaining two sections, we seek to apply the theorems of the 
previous section to specific structures. In this section, we shall be interested in linear 
orderings. In particular, we shall be interested in linear orderings of the type (c(, < ), 
where CI is a constructive ordinal, and < is the natural ordering on the set of ordinals 
less than CC. 
The simplest infinite linear ordering is just (0, < ), isomorphic to the usual ordering 
on natural numbers. 
Theorem 3.1. Let S, = {x E N :x z 1 mod 3), and S2 = {x E N :x z 2mod 3). Then 
there is a recursive copy of (0, < ) with S1 and S2 recursively inseparable. 
In fact, more generally, 
Theorem 3.2. Let S1 and S2 be infinite disjoint recursive sets of natural numbers, such 
that N - (S, u S,) is injinite. Then, there is a recursive copy g of (co, < ) with S1 and 
S2 recursively inseparable. 
Before we prove Theorem 3.2, let us first note that given such sets S1 and Sz, 
we cannot hope to find a recursive copy g of (0, < ) in which S1 and S2 
are A; inseparable. For take any n in (CO, < ). Then, define q,(z) to hold iff 
3x1.. ‘X, Vy[x1 < x2 <. . .<x,<z&y<z-,(y=xl or y=x2 or .*. or 
y = x,)]. So q,(z) holds iff z = n. So, let S be any recursive set of natural numbers. 
Then we can define x E S H W,, pS q,(x). So S is Cl, (with no parameters). But Sis also 
C*,, hence S is A; in every recursive copy, and so A’: separable from any disjoint set. 
But S, and S2 are recursive, so Sr and S2 are AZ separable in every recursive copy of 
(0, < ). 
Thus, Theorem 3.2 gives us the best “separability bounds” for S1 and S2. We 
proceed now with the prooi: 
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Proof of Theorem 3.2. We seek to apply Theorem 2.6. First, we need to find a recur- 
sive copy & of (0, < ) satisfying extra decidability conditions. Fortunately, there is 
a very natural recursive copy of (w, < ). Label the nth least element of the structure 
(w, < ) with the natural number n - 1. This defines a recursive copy &‘. We shall 
verify that the extra decidability conditions hold for &, namely that both S, and 
S, satisfy (*). Let S1 = R. We must verify then that given any existential formula 
4(x, jj) and parameters a from d, we can decide whether or not 4(x, a) + R(x) is true 
in d. That is to say, we must decide whether or not {x : qb(x, ci)} E R. Consider the 
following claim: 
Claim. Let cp(x, j) be any existential formula. Let 5 E d. Then there is some jinite set 
F such that {x : cp(x, ci)} = F or N - F. We can recursively compute which case holds, 
and the set F. Furthermore, if (x : q(x, ii)} is finite, (x : cp(x, a)} is bounded above by 
max(Z). 
Let us see how the whole theorem follows from this claim. Note that as R is both 
infinite and has infinite complement, the only case where {x : cp(x, ii)} c R is when 
cp defines a finite subset of R. As R in ~4 is A;, we can decide for a given cp whether or 
not this is the case: if cp defines an infinite set (which we can decide by the claim) then 
we know {x : cp(x, ii)> is co-finite and hence not a subset of R. If {x: cp(x, a)> defines 
a finite set F, then we can recursively find F, and test to see if F c R, as R is recursive 
in d. Thus, R satisfies ( * ), that is, S, satisfies ( * ). Obviously, S2 also satisfies ( * ), and 
thus we have verified that & satisfies all extra decidability conditions. 
It suffices now to verify that there are no two Cl,(p) sets F1 and F2 with 
S1 E F, G f,, S2 E F, G g,, and F, u F, = co. Consider any such FI . Then, we have 
x E FI iff WiE1 qi(x,$), for some r.e. set I and some uniformly recursive set of 
existential formula {qi(X,p)}ie,. 
Let K = (x: qi(x,p)). Then F1 = UiEl z. But each q is finite or co-finite by the 
claim. If there is an i with Ti co-finite, then F, is co-finite. But F1 E g2, so F, must have 
an infinite set in its complement. Thus, each T is finite. By the claim, each z is 
bounded above by max(p), and thus F1 is bounded above by max(p). But S1 G F1, so 
F, is required to be infinite, contradiction. No such F1 exists, and the theorem is 
established. It remains now to verify the claim. 
Verification of Claim. Let 4(x,@ be an existential sentence, ~(x,G)o35$(.?,x,ti). 
Assume $ is in disjunctive normal form. Then we can write 3211/(2,x, 5) as 
Wi=l,,,.,.~z~i(Z,X,a),f or some natural number n, where each I is a conjunction of 
atomic sentences and negations of atomic sentences. 
Call a set of natural numbers good if it is finite and bounded above by max(ti), or if it 
is co-finite. We must show that {x : 32 t,b(T, x, ii)} is good. As the union of finitely many 
good sets is good, it suffices to show for each i that (x : 3z $i(Z, x, ii)} is good. 
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The formula $i can assert one of two things, first a contradiction (for instance 
x > x) or second, that a particular (consistent) order relation holds between Z, x, ti (for 
instance z1 > x and x < u3). If hi asserts a contradiction, then (x : 32 Cpi(Z, x, ii)} is the 
empty set, which is good. So assume from here on that pi is not of this form. 
Note that there are only finitely many ways in which Z, X, a can be ordered, and 
corresponding to each ordering, there is a formula Bj(Z, x, a) which just asserts that Z, x 
and a are ordered in this way. 
One can recursively list the possible orderings of Z, x and a consistent with 
Il/i(Z, x, a). Consequently, we will be able to express $i(Z, x, a) as a disjunction of finitely 
many 0j(Z, x, a), i.e., for some finite set J, $i(Z, x, a) c, WjEJ ej(F, x, a). Again, as the 
union of finitely many good sets is good, it suffices to show that for any j, 
{x: 328j(Z, X, a)} is good. 
Assume ti = {al, a2, . . . , ak}, al < a2 < . . . < ak. Without loss of generality, we 
may assume al = 0, the least element of o. Then, for each j, ej(Z,x, a) implies 
Ui< X < Ui+l for some 1 d i < k, or 6,($x, a) implies x 3 &. We consider two cases: 
CUSI? 1: ej(F,x,ki)-r Ui < X < Ui+l fir some i. Note that {x : 320j(Z, x, a)} is 
bounded above by ai+ 1, and is therefore good as desired. We must show how to 
recursively find (x : 3ZOj(Z, x, ii)}. The formula 0, just tells us that for some m there are 
Zlr ’ . . 2 z, such that 
Ui < Z1 < Z2 <. ” < Z, < X < Z*+l < Z,+2 <. ” < Z, < Ui+l. 
(Note first that we can ignore all variables asserted to exist outside the interval 
[ai, Ui+ l]. Secondly, some of these inequalities may in fact not be strict. We assume for 
notational simplicity that they are and hope that the minor changes required when 
they are not will be apparent to the reader.) 
Let a>(x) hold iff 
321. ’ *Z,[ai < Zl < . ’ ’ < Z, < X < Z,+l < ” ’ < Z, < Ui+l]. 
Then a(x) c, 3.5 (!I,(.?, x a). Also, 
Q(X)-[(Ui + II)< X < Uifl -(m - n)]. 
so 
{x:3Tt3j(F,x,ii)} = {x:Ui+ n< X< Ui+l -(m-n)}, 
and Case 1 is done. 
Case 2. ej(?,x,ii)+ x 2 &. Then 0,(Z, x, ii) just tells us that for some m there are 
Zl, . . 1 ,Z, such that ak<zl<” . < z, < x. (Note again that variables outside 
[&, x] are irrelevant and that we are assuming all inequalities are strict.) As before, we 
then have 
{x: %@j(?,x,ii)} = {x:x > ak + m}. 
This set is good, and so we are finished with Case 2. 
This completes the verification of the claim, and gives us the theorem. 0 
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Theorem 3.2 then gives surprisingly general conditions under which we can make 
two sets of natural numbers recursively inseparable in a recursive copy of (w, < ). 
We seek to generalize Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, to find natural examples of AZ insep- 
arability in a linear ordering for CI, a constructive ordinal greater than 1. This will 
require the use of Theorem 2.17. Consequently, we will need an understanding of the 
behaviour of the d p relations on linear orderings. In particular, we are interested in 
the way the 6 a relations behave on linear orderings of type (y, < ), where y is 
a constructive ordinal. 
The following two theorems provide us with all the data we shall require on the 
dB relations and constructive ordinals. Both are due to Ash, and are taken from [S]. 
First, we require a slight generalization of the GP relations. Recall that, given 
a structure & and n-tuples C and dfrom &, we say C Gp diff every nl, formula true of 
F is true of 2 Now, let & and $Y be structures of the same type, let C be an n-tuple from 
&, and let d be an n-tuple from 99. Then, say (&, C) < B (@, d, iff for every & formula 
II/,& b It/(C) + a b $(d). In our old notation, F <, d iff (&,C) <<.(&,d). Write 
~2 < oL 99 iff (&‘, 0) d a (99,8), where 0 is the unique 0-tuple, that is to say & d a W iff for 
all II: sentences *, JZZ 1 ij + $9 b $. 
Given any linear ordering &, any finite n-tuple determines a partition of &’ into 
sections (do, dl, . . . ,A?‘,,) such that & = Cc40 + 1 + &I + 1 + . . . + 1 + &‘,. Let 
a = (u1,u2, . . . ,a,} be any n-tuple, with a, < a2 < * . . < a,. 
Defining 
&lJ = {x:xEJZz&x < Ui}, -c4, = {x:xe&&.x >a,) 
and 
di={X:XEd&Ui<X<Ui+~} forl<i<n 
gives the desired partition. 
Consider two linear orderings d and g, and two strictly increasing n-tuples C 
and d, C from d and d from BP. The n-tuple C breaks JZZ into sections {&i}idn as 
described above. Likewise, a is broken into sections {~i:i)iCn by d. We say that the 
pairs (~i,~ii) are “corresponding” sections, for i < n. We have our first theorem: 
Theorem 3.3. Assume 1;4 and $3 are linear orderings, C is a strictly increasing n-tuple 
from _G? and d is a strictly increasing n-tuple from ~3. Then, (d,C) 6 a (S?, d, ifs 
di < oL Bi for each pair (&i,@i) of corresponding sections. 
We refer the reader to [S] for a proof. 
This theorem enables us to break down the 6, relations between a pair of 
structures with parameters into a set of 6, relations holding between certain pairs 
of structures with no added parameters. 
So if we are interested in the case where & and W are linear orderings isomorphic to 
some recursive ordinal, this simplifies the < = relations between n-tuples from & and 
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B to the <, relations between pairs of structures with no parameters. However, we 
need to be able to answer the question “When is y <a y’ for y, y’ < OF?” in order for 
this to be of any use. The full answer to this question is given by the following. First 
note that we write a < dp to mean c1 da/3 and not a a6/I. 
Theorem 3.4. Let a, /3, a’, p’, y and p be ordinals, where p < oY, and let m, n < 0. Then 
facts (i)-(iii) below, together with the fact that a <a/I + a < 6’ P for 6’ < 6, yields all 
true statements of the form a <a/?, for 6 < WT. 
(i) Zf a = coy-m + p,p = oY,n + p, and m > n 2 1, then a <2Y+lP. 
(ii) Zf a = coy+ ’ - a’ +coV~m+p,B=~~.n+p,a’> 1 andn> l,thena <z~+IP. 
(iii) Zf a = WV+ ’ - a’ +wy~m+p, /?=o.P+’ ./?’ + o$‘.n + p,a’,/?’ 2 1 and m > n, 
then a < 2y+2 p. 
Again, we refer the reader to [S] for a proof. 
Note that every ordinal y less than oyK can be written in the form 
y = (#I an, + oP.n2 +. . . + f#“.nm, 
for some natural numbers m, n,, n2, . . , , n,, and some finite sequence of constructive 
ordinals a1 > a2 > . . > a,,,. This is known as Cantor Normal Form. Let 
a1,a2,. . . ,a, be ordinal notations for a1,a2, . . . ,a,,,. Then encode 
m,al,a2,. . . ,a,,fh,. . . , n, into a single natural number d. We call d the Cantor 
Code of y. The Cantor code gives us more information about an ordinal than the 
ordinal notation from which the Cantor code is derived. 
Fix any ordinal y. Then, consider a function d on y x y defined as follows: for a1 and 
a2 in y with a1 < a2, {x: al < x < a2} is a well-ordered set of some order type 6. 
Define d(aI, u2) to be a Cantor code for this order type. Call d the “distance function” 
on y. We then have the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.5. Let ~4 be a recursive copy of the linear ordering (coy, < ) for some y < WT. 
Then, if the distance function is recursive on -c4, the existential diagram of d is 
decidable and the relations ( < } , B B S zv + 1 are uniformly recursive. 
Proof. We show first that under the conditions of the theorem, the existential diagram 
of d is decidable. Consider an existential sentence of the form 321,4(2, Z). As in the 
proof of the claim in Theorem 3.2, we can assume e is in disjunctive normal form, 
write 3.?$(Z,Z)++Wi= 1, , n 32t,bi(F,ti) where each $; is a conjunction of atomic 
relations and negations of atomic relations, and conclude that it suffices to give 
- - 
a decision procedure for each sentence 3Zll/i(z, a). 
$i will then just assert that some ordering relation holds between the Z and a. If this 
ordering relation is inconsistent, the sentence ZlZlc/i(Z, 4 is false. Otherwise, $i(z, a) can 
- - 
just be written as Wj,,9j(z, a) for some finite set J, where each 0, describes completely 
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some particular (unique) ordering between Z and a, as in the verification of the claim in 
Theorem 3.2. So 
3z~i(z,a)C*3zW ej(n?,Z)ttW 3z8j(z,a), 
jeJ jsJ 
and consequently it suffices to demonstrate a decision procedure for each sentence of 
- - 
the form 328j(z,U). Assume a = (aI, u2, . . . , uk}. Without loss of generality, we may 
--. 
assume a, = 0. Then, Qj(Z,u) JUSt asserts 
“there are at least fr elements between a, and u2, and 
there are at least f2 elements between a2 and u3, 
. . . 
there are at least fkml elements between ak_l and &, and 
there are at least fk elements greater than ak” 
for some finite sequence jr ,f2, . . . ,fk of natural numbers, recursively computable 
--. 
from Bj as in Theorem 3.2. Then, 328j(z,a) rff Vi(1 < i < k,d(ui,ai+l) ah). AS the 
distance function is recursive, this is decidable. So the existential diagram of d is 
decidable. 
We now show that the relations { <B}B~2y+l are uniformly recursive on JZ?. Fix 
6 < 2y + 1, and let C,d be finite n-tuples from d. We must give a procedure for 
deciding if C d d d. Using the recursiveness of the distance function and Lemma 3.3, we 
can recursively obtain the Cantor codes for two sequences of ordinals {Cli)i<n and 
{Pi)i<n with each C(i and pi less than my, such that C <,a iff for all i < n, Cti <a/Ii. 
However, we can decide if ai daBi by using Theorem 3.4 and the information 
contained in Cantor codes. Thus, the relations { < P}8<2y+ 1 are uniformly recur- 
sive. 0 
Given these preliminaries, we are now ready to generalize Theorem 3.2 for arbitrary 
successor ordinals. 
Theorem 3.6. Let y + 1 < wyK, and let d be a recursive copy of the linear ordering 
(0 Y+l, < ) in which the distance function is recursive. Consider the set 
S = {coy. n, n E N} in d. Let S1 and S2 be two infinite disjoint recursive subsets of S. 
Then, there is a recursive copy 23 of (&+I, < ) in which S1 and S2 are AZ,+ 1 inseparable. 
Proof. We aim, of course, to apply Theorem 2.17. Using 3.5, the only condition (l)-(4) 
requiring verification is that the relations Clzy + 1 (s;, @) and Clzy + 1 (g,, p) are uniform- 
ly recursive in j. Let us defer a proof of this for a paragraph. 
Assuming then that conditions (l)-(4) have been met, it suffices now to show that 
there is no pair F1 and F2 of CrZy+ 1(j) sets with S1 c F1 c g2, S2 c F2 c sI and 
F1 u F2 = ra2. Assume there was such F1 and F2. Let x and y be elements of the form 
my. n such that x > y > max(j). We aim to show that j,x d 2y+l j,y. By 
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Theorem 3.3, it suffices to show that if m > n 2 1, then cY -m < 2y+l 09’. n. This 
follows from Theorem 3.4(i). So p, x d 2v + r p, y. Hence, any C*,, + r(p) formula satis- 
fied by y is also satisfied by x. Therefore, if F1 contains an x such that x = &‘-n for 
some x E FV with x > max(p), we must have that F1 contains all x of the form c9’. m 
with m > n. But Fr c fz, so this is not possible. Thus, F, contains no x with x = my - n 
and x > max(j). But Sr c Fr , so we have a contradiction. Therefore no such sets 
Fi and F2 exist, so by Theorem 2.17 there is a recursive copy of (my+‘, < ) in which 
Sr and Sz are Ai,+ 1 inseparable. 
It suffices then to show that the relations x E Cl,,, 1 (gl, @) and x E Clzy + r (gz, j) are 
uniformly recursive in x and j. Let R = gl. We show Clzy + 1 (R, p) has the required 
property. The proof for R = 3, will then be identical. 
Note first that R is just the union of the set of ordinals not of the form wy. n, n in 
some infinite subset of N. We show first that the set of ordinals not of the form my - n 
for any II, is a subset of Clzy + 1 (R, p), for any j. Recall that Clzv + r (R, j) is the union of 
the Cl,,+,(p) definable subsets of R. It suffices to show that we can define the 
complement of {oY*n,n E N> in a C;v+l way, without parameters. Note that 
{my. n, n E N} is just the set of yth limit points of o v+ 1 A simple induction shows that . 
the yth limit points of any ordinal is ll>, definable without parameters. Thus, the 
complement of {wy - n, n E N} is Cl,, definable, as desired. 
It remains then to ask, given any element x E ov - n in R, whether or not 
x E Cl 2y+ ,(R,p). Enumerate p as p1 < p2 < . . . < pk. Then, we will have one of 
(1) xQ Pl? 
t2) Pi d x d Pi+ 1 for some 1 Q i < k, 
(3) Pk Q x. 
Moreover, we can recursively decide which case holds. We show in each case how to 
decide if x E Cl,, + 1 (R, p). 
Case 1. Asume there are m points of the form cY - i with wy * i < pl, so 
uY,clY.2,. . . ) cd. m are all less than p1 and there is no yth limit point between my-m 
andp,.Then,eachoY.i,l < i<m,isC’,,,, definable in the parameter p1 as follows: 
let +i(X)cr3Z,' f 'Zi-1 Zi+l' ..zm[zl,...,Zi_1,Zi+l,...,z, and x are all 7th limit 
ordinals, and z1 < . . . < zi_1 < x < zi+l <. . < z, < pl]. Then 4i(x)++x = d-i. 
So each element of R of the form oy - i with cY - i < p1 is in Cl,, + r (R, i). Of course, if 
my - i = p1 then my - i is in Cl,(R, p) as well. So in Case 1, there is nothing to check. 
Case 2. The details here are analogous to Case 1. Again, it turns out that if my .j is 
an element of R and pi < my -j f pi + 1, then ay -j is an element of Clzy + i (R, p), and so 
there is nothing to check. 
Case 3. Assume pk < x, where x = wy - n. Assume x E Cl,,, ,(R, j). Let S be 
a C>y+ r(p) subset of R containing x. Then, as long as pk # x, we must have that 
my * n’ E S for all n’ > n, using Lemma 3.4(i). So (xy - n’ 1 n’ > n} G Cl,, + I (R, p) c R, 
contradiction. So {xy - n 1 xv - n > pk) n Cl,(R, i) = 0. However, if pk = wy - n obviously 
the singleton wv - n is C&+ 1 (pk) definable, and wv - n E Cl,,+ 1 (R,p). This gives us 
a clear algorithm for deciding if my-n E Cl,(R,p) in Case 3. 
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Thus, as we can decide which of the cases 1,2,3 holds, Cl,, + 1 (R, p) is recursive and 
the theorem is proven. 0 
We can then immediately give a generalization of Theorem 3.1, as a corollary of 
Theorem 3.6. 
Theorem 3.7. Let y < cop. Let S1 = { WY.n:n-1mod2}andS2=(OY.n: =Omod2}. 
Then there is a recursive copy of (CO y+l < ) in which S1 and S2 are A&,+1 , inseparable. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.7 and the existence of a recursive copy of 
(co IJ+ ‘, < ) in which S1 , SZ and the distance function are also recursive. 0 
It is natural now to ask what can be done with a recursive copy of (oy, < ), y < oyK, 
where y is a limit ordinal. To begin with, consider (w”, < ). Theorem 3.6 suggests that 
we might try and make some pair of disjoint, cofinal subsets of (ww, < ) Aj: insepar- 
able. The following theorem shows that this will not be possible. 
Lemma 3.8. Every singleton in (o.P, -C ) is .Zi definable (without parameters) for 
some n < 0. 
Proof. Each singleton is expressible in the form 
&Ikl kz -nI+w -n2+...+cokj-nj, 
for some decreasing sequence kI > k2 > . . > kj of natural numbers, and some 
1 n1,n2,. . , nj} G N. Such a singleton is the unique element z having the property 
that 
“there are n, k,th limit ordinals /:I, 111, . . . , Ii;, 
and n2 k,th limit ordinals l:‘,lk,‘, . . . ,li; 
. . . 
and nj kjth limit ordinals lp, 12, . . . , Iii, 
such that 
1:1 < . . . < 1;; < 1:2 <. . . < 1;; < ’ . . < l”lj <. ’ . < l$ < z 
and for all (l:‘)*,( Ii])*, . . . , (li;)*,(lp)*, . . . , (l$)* ordered in the same way 
with (Ii;)* < z and 
(l:‘)*,(l:‘)*, . . . ,(li;)* all klth limit ordinals 
. . 
(l:‘)*,(@)*, . . . , (Ii;)* all k,th limit ordinals, 
we have lil = (l:‘)*, . . ,I:; = (I$)*“. 
This can be seen to be CL (with no parameters) for some n < o. 0 
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Theorem 3.9. Let S be a set which is recursive in some recursive copy of (coo, < ). Then, 
S is CL definable. 
Proof. Let d be a copy in which S is a recursive set. For each y E UP let 4,(x) be the 
formula which holds of the single variable x iff x = y, given by the previous theorem. 
Then x E S++WreS 4,(x) in d. So S is CL. 0 
Thus, given two disjoint subsets Sr and S2 of (e.Y”, < ), which are recursive in some 
copy of (o”‘, < ), we cannot hope to find a recursive copy of (e.P, < ) with Sr and 
S2 AZ inseparable, as there will always be CL sets F, and F2 with 
Sr c F1 c S2, S2 c F2 c S,, F1 v F2 = oY’, by simply letting F1 = S1 and F, = S, . 
Moreover, the same comments apply to any c.Y, y < oT” and lim(y). For any such y, 
all singletons in cY will be C; definable without parameters, and so we will obtain 
a result analogous to Theorem 3.9. It seems then that the inseparability results we 
have in Theorem 3.6 are the best we can achieve in this direction. 
3.2. Boolean algebras 
We turn our attention now to Boolean Algebras. There is a very close link between 
countable boolean algebras and countable linear orderings. Given any linear ordering 
L, one can consider the set of finite unions of semi-open intervals of L, that is, the set of 
finite unions of intervals of the form [a, b) with a E L, b E L or b = co . This set is then 
a boolean algebra under union, intersection and complementation. So given any 
linear ordering L, we have a corresponding boolean algebra B(L). Moreover, 
any countable boolean algebra is isomorphic to B(L) for some countable linear 
ordering L. 
We will be particularly interested in boolean algebras generated by recursive 
well-orderings, that is, boolean algebras of the form B(a), CI < coy’. These boolean 
algebras are known as superatomic boolean algebras, as they have no atomless 
subalgebras. 
Associated with any boolean algebra, we have a set of atoms and a set of co-atoms. 
The atoms of a boolean algebra B are just the set of elements x of B such that there is 
no z with 0 < z < x. The dual notion of the set of atoms is the set of co-atoms. 
The set of atoms generate an ideal. This ideal simply contains the unions of finite 
sets of atoms, and is known as the ideal generated by the atoms. Dually, we obtain the 
filter generated by the co-atoms. We begin with the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.10. Let c( be an infinite ordinal less than w1 . CK Then there is a recursive copy 
of B(a) in which the ideal generated by the atoms and the filter generated by the 
co-atoms are recursively inseparable. 
Proof. We seek (of course) to apply Theorem 2.6. First, we must verify that there is 
a recursive copy of B(a) satisfying the extra assumptions of Theorem 2.6. Let I be the 
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ideal generated by the atoms of B(U) and F be the filter generated by the co-atoms of 
B(U). We must produce a recursive copy JZZ of B(a) in which Iand F satisfy condition 
( *). So, given any existential formula $(x, a) with Z E -c4, we must be able to decide if 
Ii/(x, a) -+ x E 7 and if $(x, Z) -+ x E I? Let us fix a $ and an a, and concentrate on 
deciding if $(x, 2) -+ x E r 
We know that each element x of B(a) may be represented as 
Cx1,x*)u cx3,4u. . ~UCX2n-I,-4 
for x1 < x2 < . . . < xzn all less than or equal to c(. Let zl, z2, . . . , zzn be Cantor codes 
for x1, x2, . . . ,x2,,. Code zl, z2, . . . ,z2. into a single natural number z. Then, say 
a copy of B(U) has a recursive representation function iff the function r which maps an 
element x of the boolean algebra to the value z described above is a recursive function. 
We shall demonstrate that if B(a) has a recursive representation function, then we can 
decide whether or not $(x, a) + x E i 
Enumerate ti as {aI, . . . , a,‘}. Then consider the set bof elements of JZI of the form 
bl n b2 n . . . n bk, where bl = al or a;, b2 = a2 or a$, . . , bk = ak or a;. Then, 
distinct elements of 6 are disjoint, and each element of ti can be represented as the 
union of some finite number of elements of 6 Hence, we can express the formulae 
$(x,ti) by some equivalent formula $*(x,b) involving the parameters b. Moreover, 
each element of 6can be represented as the union of finitely many half open intervals 
ofa,thatis6=c,uc2u... u ck for some k where each Ci is just a half-open interval 
of CI. We can thus express the formula Ii/*(x, 6) by some equivalent formula $**(x, C) 
involving only parameters C which are disjoint, half-open intervals. Thus, it suffices to 
restrict our attention to formulae involving only sets of disjoint half-open intervals as 
parameters. We may also assume that Uidrli is just CI, by adding dummy parameters 
if necessary. Consequently, we shall from now on assume that a consists solely of 
disjoint half-open intervals. Enumerate this set of intervals {Zi}i<r for some r E N. 
We seek to decide whether or not we can have $(x,2) with x an atom. Assume 
$(x, a)++ 32q(Z, x, a), and let x,2 be such that cp(Z, x, 6). Pick any interval I from 
{li}i<r. A ssume2=z,, . . . , z,. Then consider the set of subintervals of I of the form 
Yl n. . ,ny,nwnIwhereYi=ziorz~and~=~orx’.Thisgivesusaset{Ji}i<sOf 
disjoint subintervals of I, such that each element from x,2 may be expressed as the 
union of some elements of {Ji}i<s. We are now free to increase or decrease the size of 
these subintervals {Ji}i<s to produce new intervals {Jr}+, of 1, as long as the Jr are 
all pairwise disjoint subintervals of Z,IJiI # 0 iff IJTI # 0, and (I - IJi<sJil # 0 iff 
II- Ui+~T/ # 0. From these new intervals {J*>i<, we can obtain new values for 
x n I and each zi n I, call these 2 and fi. Then, let x* = (x - I) u i and 
z* = (Zi - I) u z*i. No atomic sentence with parameters ti will be able to discern 
between 2, x and Z*, x* so we will therefore have cp(Z*, x*, a). 
Choose I from {li}i<r and let {Ji}i<s be the set of subintervals of I which Z and 
x define. Let (Ji, , . . .~Jip}bethatsubsetof{Ji}i<ssu~hthatJil~~..~Jip=~nZ. 
Assume I - x is non-empty. Then we may decrease each of Ji,, . . . , Ji, to finite size, 
while increasing the size of I - x. That I - x is non-empty is important, as otherwise 
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we would have that {Ji,, . . . 9 Ji,> = {.J1, . . . , J,}, and that I - uiCsJi was being 
increased in size from an empty interval to a non-empty interval. 
We can repeat this process on all intervals {Zi)i<* such that Ii - x is non-empty, 
obtaining a final x* and Z* with cp(Z*, x*, ~7). Moreover, for any interval Ii, if x* does 
not contain Ii then x* n Zi is finite, by construction. Also, if an interval Ii is finite, we 
will obviously have that x* n Ii is finite. So as long as there is no i such that Ii is 
infinite and Zi E x, we will have that for all i, x* n Ii is finite. 
Hence, if we begin this process with an x such that we do not have Ii c x for any 
infinite interval Zi, the x* we end up with will be an atom. However, if for all 
x satisfying 32 cp(Z, x, a) we have that Ii G x for some infinite interval Ii, then there is 
clearly no atom x satisfying 3Zcp(Z, x, 5). Thus, it suffices to decide whether or not 
there is an x such that we do not have Ii c x for any infinite interval Ii, and 
32 go@, x, a). 
Enumerate the infinite intervals {Zii, . . . 'Zip} of (Zi}i<,. We must decide if 
32 Cp(i?, X  ii) + (Ii, C X or ’ ’ ’ or Zip s x). Equivalently, as each interval Zil, . . . , Zip 
corresponds to some parameter ai,, . . . ,aip, it suffices to decide whether or not 
32Cp(Z,X, ii)+ (Ui, U X = X or ’ ’ ’ or UiP u x = x). We have reduced our decision 
procedure to deciding whether or not a certain ZZy(p) sentence is true or not, with no 
mention of atoms. Hence, if we can show that the existential diagram of d is 
decidable, we will be done. We are interested in the following claim. 
Claim. Zf d has a recursive representation function, then the existential diagram of 
2zf is recursive. 
For the sake of continuity, a proof of this claim is deferred until the end of the proof. 
For the moment we assume it is true. As a consequence, we have that any recursive 
copy with recursive representation function will satisfy the requirements of Theorem 
2.6. Applying the conclusion of this theorem, we know that if we can prove that there 
are no two Cl (@) sets S1 and S2 with Z c Sr c F, F c S2 c Iand S1 u Sz = B(N), then 
there is a recursive copy 39 of B(U) in which Z and F are recursively inseparable. 
So assume there are two such sets, S1 and Sz. The parameters Z5 define (as before) 
a partition of c( into finitely many disjoint intervals, {Zi}i<r. Let {lit, . . . , Zi,} again be 
a list of the infinite intervals of this partition. Let T be the set of x such that 
Ii, G Xj . . . , Zip G x are false. We know that any existential formula with parameters 
p satisfied by an element of T is satisfied by an atom. By an analogous argument, let 
T” be the set of x such that x n Ii, = 0, . . . ,x n Zig = 0 are all false. Then, any 
existential formula with parameters p satisfied by an element of T* is satisfied by 
a co-atom. However, we can easily construct x E Tn T*. Moreover, x E S1 or x E Sz. 
Assume x E S1. Then S1 is just a union of an r.e. sequence of existentially definable sets 
in the parameters Z.7. So x is an element of some existentially definable set S in the 
parameters p. Therefore, S contains a co-atom, contradicting Si G Z? If x E Sz, we 
contradict S2 G isimilarly. Thus, no such sets exist and the theorem is proven. 
It remains now to verify the claim made earlier. 
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Verification of Claim. Let ~2 be a recursive copy with recursive representation 
function. We must show that the existential diagram of ~4 is decidable. Take any 
formula 3Zcp(Z, x, a), involving the parameters Z We must give a procedure to decide if 
3 Z cp(Z, x, a) is true. Fix any value of x. Once x is fixed, we may treat it as a parameter. 
Hence, from here onwards we avoid explicitly mentioning x, assuming it is now an 
element of the sequence of parameters a. So we must produce a decision procedure for 
sentences of the form 3Ycp(z,a). As before, we may assume a consists of disjoint 
- - 
elements whose union is CI. Also by writing cp(z, a) as Wi= i,, ,n Cpi(Z, ii) where each 
Cpi s just the conjunction of atomic sentences and negations of atomic sentences, we 
_ - 
can see that it suffices to produce a decision procedure for each sentence 3Zqi(z, a). 
- - 
Each vi is just a conjunction of statements at the atomic level about z, a. However, 
up to logical equivalence, there are only finitely many such statements possible. To see 
- - 
this, assume 1 z, a 1 = WI, and let B, be the free boolean algebra on m generators. Then 
there is a subset S of B, such that ISI = m, and exactly the same atomic relations hold 
- - - -. 
amongst S as hold amongst z, a. So each z, a is “copied” by a subset of B,. Pick any 
subset S of B, with ISI = m. From this we construct a formula 8, which is just the 
conjunction of all the atomic relations and negated atomic relations which hold 
amongst S. As there are only finitely many such sets S (because B, is finite), we can 
then enumerate the set of all such possible sentences (@i}i<r. 
_ - 
For some values of j, ~i(z, a) will be consistent with ej(Z, a). Let J be the set of such 
--. 
values of i. Then in fact Cpi(z, a) is equivalent to WjeJ Cpi(Y, a). Moreover, if we know 
the sentence cpi then we can recursively compute the finite set J. If J is empty, then 
- - 
there is no 5 with cPi(Z,u), so the sentence is false and the decision procedure ends. 
Otherwise we can write 3Zcp(Z, x, Z) ++ WjeJ 3Zej(Z, a). It thus suffices to give a pro- 
cedure for deciding for any j E J, whether or not 32 0j(i, a). 
Recall that 5 just consists of half-open intervals, whose union is cz. Assume 
Z={u,,... 
- - 
,a,}. The sentence 3?0j(z,a) is certainly consistent with the theory of 
boolean algebras, as it is satisfied in B,. Now, B, may also be viewed as the boolean 
algebra generated by the 2m-element linear ordering. Let Z*, a* be elements of 
B, satisfying Oj. Again a* partitions the 2”-element linear ordering into finitely many 
disjoint finite pieces. Take any a*. Then UT will just be some finite subinterval of the 
2”-element interval. The elements of Z* will induce a partition inside the interval a*, in 
the usual way. Assume the elements of Z* partition a* into t non-empty pieces. Then, 
recalling that Ui is an element of B(u), as long as Iail 3 t, we will be able to partition 
ai into t non-empty pieces, obtaining Zi in B(a) such that Zi satisfies precisely the same 
atomic formulae in B(a) as Z* n UT satisfies in B, = B(2”). For each interval Ui, we can 
recursively find such a natural number ti, and conclude that if Iail > ti, then there is 
Zi in B(a) with Zi E ai, such that Zi,Xi and 2: n ~7, XT CT a* satisfy the same atomic 
formula. Moreover, if lai( < ti, then such Zi and xi will fail to exist. 
- - 
SO if for some i, laiJ < ti, then there is no Z satisfying Bj(Z, a), and the decision 
procedure ends. However, if for all i, Iail 3 ti, we obtain Z, , Z2, . . . , Zk as detailed 
above. Let Z = Zi u Z2 u. . u Yk. Then Qj(z, u). Thus, 320,(2, a) is true iff 
(ail 3 t1,. . . , Juk I 3 tk. As ~4 has recursive representation function, we can decide if 
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Iall 2 t1,. . . ,I ak) 2 tk . Thus we have a complete decision procedure. This completes 
the verification of the claim, and with it the theorem. 0 
The next theorem tells us that recursive inseparability is the best we can hope for in 
this direction. 
Theorem 3.11. Let CI be an ordinal less than o y” Then in all recursive copies of B(u), the . 
ideal generated by the atoms, I, and the jilter generated by the co-atoms, F, are 
Ai separable. 
Proof. If c( is finite, then the theorem is trivial. Assume tx is infinite. Let p = [0, o), so 
p E B(E). Define x E Si iff x n p is finite, x E S2 iff x n p is co-finite. We shall show that 
S1 and S2 are C*,(p). From this, we know I s Sr E F, F E S, G iand S1 u SZ is equal 
to B(a). Hence I and F are Ai separable in every recursive copy of B(a). 
Now, XES, ++” 3xI~~~x,[xI v ... v x,=x A p and Vz[z<xl or ... or 
z < x, + z = 0]], which is Z;(p). 
Also,x~S,ct,3x~~~~x,[p-(x~ v ..* v x,)=xApandVz[z<x,or...or 
z < x, + z = 0]], which is also Z’,(p). 0 
We seek now to generalize Theorem 3.10. We do this by generalizing the notion of 
the ideal generated by the atoms and the filter generated by the co-atoms. 
Take any boolean algebra of the form B(a), CI < 0:‘. Let I1 be the ideal generated 
by the atoms of B(a). Take any x E B(x). Then x is just some subset of a. As a subset of 
c(, it has an order type, t(x). So I1 is just {x:x E B(a)&z(x) < o}. Let Z2 = 
{x :x E B(a) & s(x) < co’}. Then it is easily seen that IZ is also an ideal of B(m). We call 
IZ the second ideal of atoms. 
In general, for all y < ayK, we can define I, = {x:x E B(a)&z(x) < oY}. Then I, is 
an ideal of B(u), known as the yth ideal of atoms. The definition we have given 
relies on the fact that we begin with a superatomic boolean algebra. However, there 
is an alternative algebraic definition of the 7th ideal of atoms, equivalent to 
our definition in the superatomic case, that applies to all boolean algebras, including 
ones generated by linear orderings which are not well-orderings and uncountable 
boolean algebras which are not necessarily generated by any linear ordering at all. 
However, as we do not require the extra generality such an alternative definition 
would give us, we do not present it here, but remain content with the less general 
definition presented. 
Dually, we also can define the 7th jilter of co-atoms as just the complement of the 
yth ideal of atoms. Our aim is to use these generalized ideals and filters to provide 
examples of AZ inseparability for c( < c$ with a > 1. In order to apply Theorem 2.17, 
we need an understanding of the way the <, relations behave on boolean algebras. 
We seek analogous of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 of the previous section to boolean 
algebras. 
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Consider any boolean algebra of the form B(L) for some linear ordering L. 
Fix some natural number n, and let C and a be n-tuples from L?(L). We know that 
C determines a partition of L, as follows. Let C = ci , . . . , ck. Then, the set of elements 
of B(L) of the form g1 n g2 n. . . n gk, where each gi is ci or c;, is a set of disjoint 
subsets of L. Enumerate these subsets as {Ei}iQ2L. Then let e = L - Uisz*ti. The 
elements (?i}i<zk together with e form a partition of L. Likewise, beginning with the 
n-tuple d; we construct elements {i.}. I rG2~ and f which form a partition of L. 
Every ii is of the form gr n g2 n. . . n gk, gi = ci or c:. Likewise, every d^i is of the 
form hI n h2 n. . n hk, hi = di or d; . Say that c*i and d^i are corresponding segments of 
L iff gi = ci precisely when hi = di. Likewise, we say e and f are corresponding 
segments of L. Each of c*i, ii, e and f may then be viewed as a linear ordering. Recall 
that, given two structures of the same type, say d and 99, we said & d oL 9 iff for all 
ZIZ sentences $ in the common language of d and B, & b II/ + 9 I$. We now present 
our analogue to Theorem 3.3 of the preceding section. 
Theorem 3.12. Let B be a boolean algebra of the form B(L) for some countable linear 
ordering L. Let C and d be n-tuples from B. Then E < .d ifs, for all pairs ?,a* of 
corresponding segments, we have B(c*) d oL B(d*). 
We refer the reader to [3] for details. 
We are primarily interested in the case where L is a well-ordering of type < OF. In 
this case, c* and d* will also be well-orderings. So to understand when two n-tuples 
C and dfrom any B(y) are such that C da d(y, CI < WY), it suffices to understand when 
we have B(y) < oL B(y’), for y, y’ and CI all less than o_$~. 
The full details of this are contained in the following theorem, an analogue of 
Theorem 3.4 of the previous section. First, for any ordinal 6, let 6’ be the greatest 
ordinal less than 6 of the form 09 am, for some ordinal p and nonzero m E IV. Then it is 
straightforward to see that B(8) g B(6). Thus it suffices to consider only boolean 
algebras of the form B(c.9’. m),p an ordinal, m E N. 
Theorem 3.13. Let x, /I be ordinals < oyK, 6 a limit ordinal c WY, m, n and k natural 
numbers. Then 
(a) B(o”.m) d 6+2k+l B(o9.n) ifs one of 
(i) a=/?,/3<6+kandm=n, 
(ii) u = fi,p = 6 + k and m 2 n, 
(iii) ~12 6 + k + 1 and p 3 6 + k. 
(b) B(o”.m) ds+Zk B(&.n) ifs one of 
(i) cc=fi,B<6+kandm=n, 
(ii) CI 2 6 + k, /? 3 6 + k. 
Again, the interested reader is referred to [3] for details. Theorems 3.12 and 3.13 
then give us all the information we need about recursive superatomic boolean 
algebras. Importantly, we have the following lemma. 
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Lemma 3.14. Let & be a recursive copy of the boolean algebra of the form 
B(Y), Y < a$. Then, if ~4 has a recursive representation function, the existential 
diagram of d is decidable, and the relations { < } , B 8G *?+ 1 are uniformly recursive. 
Proof. We know already that the existential diagram of any such d must be 
decidable, by the claim in Theorem 3.10. So let C and zbe n-tuples from B(y). Using the 
recursiveness of the representation function, we can determine the order type of 
corresponding segments from C and d; and then use Theorem 3.13 to determine if 
C Gd d for any particular a d 2y + 1 using information from the Cantor codes. 0 
We are now ready to generalize Theorem 3.10. 
Theorem 3.15. Let y be an ordinal less than coy, and let CI be an ordinal 3 coy+ ‘. Then 
there is a recursive copy of B(U) in which I,+ 1 and FY+ 1 are Ai,+ 1 inseparable. 
Proof. We seek to apply Theorem 2.17. Fix a recursive copy d of B(U) in which the 
representation function is recursive. As I,+ i is just the set of elements of B(a) of total 
length less than &+I, I,+ i will be recursive in any such copy. We also know that in 
any such copy, the existential diagram of & will be recursive and the relations 
V > , p pszv+ 1 will be uniformly recursive. It suffices only to verify that the relations 
ClzY+l(Zy+l,P) and C12y+l (FY + 1, ~7) are recursive. Let us defer a proof of this fact for 
a moment, and continue with the remainder of the proof. 
Assuming that conditions (l)-(4) of Theorem 2.17 hold, it suffices to show that there 
are no two Cl,,+,(p) sets S, and S2 such that Z,+r E S1 c F,+l, F,+, c S, z &,+, 
and S1 u Sz = B(a). We may assume, as explained earlier, that Zi just consists of 
finitely many half-open intervals whose union is CI. Enumerate these intervals, {Zi}i<r. 
Consider any formula $(x) equivalent to 3 Z ~(5, x) for some Z7*zr(P) relation cp. Let 
{lil, . . . , Zi,) be a list of the intervals of this partition which have length 2 oY+ ‘. Let 
T be the set of x such that for eachj, the length of Zij - x is > wY. We shall show that if 
$ is satisfied by an element of T, then $ is satisfied by an element of I, + 1. It follows (by 
taking duals), that if we let T* be the set of x such that for each j, the length of Zij n x is 
2 &‘, then if II/ is satisfied by an element of T *, $ is satisfied by an element of FY+ 1. 
Assume that a sentence of the form 3Zcp(Z, x) with cp a Z&,(p) relation is satisfied by 
some x E T. Fix Z to be the sequence of elements making cp(Z,x) true. 
Consider any interval Z from amongst {Zil, . . . , Zi,}. Then Z, x partitions Z into 
further subintervals {Jilt . . . ,Jit} such that Ji, u . . . u Ji, = I, and each element 
from x,Z may be expressed as the union of finitely many J’s. By assumption, Z has 
length 3 gy+i, and Z - x and has length > my. But Z n x is the union of finitely many 
elements from {Ji,, . . . , Ji,}. SO let .Z* be the subset of elements J of {Jil, . . . , slit> 
such that .Z c x and the length of J is 2 c$‘. If J* is empty, Z n x E I,. Assume the set 
.Z* is non-empty. Also, let J^ be any element of {Jil, . . . ,Jit} which is disjoint from 
x and has length 2 my. Take any element of .Z*. Then replace .Z* by a subinterval of 
size ~7, and re-allocate the remains of J* to j. In this process we have decreased an 
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interval of size 2 WY to an interval of size WY, and increased an interval of size > my to 
an even larger size. Let u and p be ordinals B oY’. Then, B(U) < zy B(mY) and B(a) 
< zY B( 8) for all such a and /3 by Theorem 3.13 (b). Repeat this process for all elements 
of J*, decreasing the size of these elements while increasing the size of .? At the end of 
this procedure, we will then have new x* and F* such that x* n I has length < cY’+l, 
and such that x, 2, ~5 d 2y x*, Z*, ~5. Repeat this process for the finitely many choices for 
I. In the end, an x* and Z* are obtained such that x* E I,+ r, and x, Z,p ,< 2y x*, Z*, ~7. 
Hence, as cp(Z,x) is true and rp is ZZl,,(p), we must have cp(Z*,x*). Hence the formula 
32 ~(2, x) is satisfied by an element of I, + 1, as desired. 
As before, let S1 and S2 be C;,+,(Z?) sets with Z,+r E SIFy+r,Fyfl 5 S2 c I,+, 
and S1 u S2 = B(a). We can easily construct a nonzero x in Tn T*. But we have 
x E S1 or x E Sz. Assume x E S1. Now x E S1 iff W;,,32qi(Z,x) for some Cz,+l set 
I and some set (qi(2,x))ier of n;,(p) formulae. So for some i E I, Cpi(Z,x). AS 
x E T*, 3Zcpi(Z, x*), for some x* E Fy+ i. So S1 contains an element of Fy+ 1, contradic- 
tion. Likewise, if x E S2, S2 contains an element of I,+ 1, contradiction. Hence the 
desired sets S1 and S2 do not exist, giving us that there is a recursive copy of B(U) in 
which I, + 1 and Fy + 1 are A:,,+ 1 inseparable. 
The only ingredient missing from our proof is a demonstration that in d, the 
relations x E Clzy + r (I, + 1, p) and x E Cl,, + 1 (I’,+ 1, p) are recursive. We demonstrate 
that the relation x E Cl,, + 1 (I, + 1, j ) is recursive, a proof that the later relation is 
recursive being analogous. 
As before, we can assume @ partitions CL into intervals {Zi}i<r. Let {Zil, . . . ,Ziq} be 
a list of the intervals of this partition which have length > gy+‘. Let T be the set of 
x such that for each j, the length of Ii, - x is 2 09. We know that if any C;,+,(p) 
relation is satisfied by an element of T, then it is satisfied by an element of I,+ i. So 
Cl 2y + 1 (G + 1, p) is disjoint from T. Therefore Cl ,,+,(Z.+,,Z?) E f We show that Tis 
a Cl,,+,(p) subset of Zy+i, from which we conclude Clzy + I (& + i , Z?) = i? 
Now, x is in Tiff for some j, the length of Zij - x is < ~9’. Certainly no element of 
TcanbeinZ,+,,soT~~~+,.ButxE~t,Wi=,,,,,,,[(Zi,-x)EZy].Astraightfor- 
ward induction shows that I, is .X5, definable in any superatomic boolean algebra. 
Hence, the relation x E r is C;,(p), and hence r is certainly a Cl,,+,(p) subset of 
G+, as desired. Therefore ClzY + 1 (I,+ 1, @) = i? However, given the recursiveness of 
the representation function in d, it follows that the set T is recursive and so the 
relation x E Cl 2y+ ,(&+ i, ji) is recursive as desired. This completes a proof of the 
recursiveness of the Cl relations, and with it the theorem. L7 
In analogy with Theorem 3.11, it may be demonstrated that I, + r and Fy + I are always 
A 2y+2 separable, so our theorem does give the best possible separability bounds. 
3.3. Recursive vector spaces 
In this final section, we shall consider the recursion-theoretic structure of vector 
spaces. Much literature has appeared on recursive vector spaces,, in which there has 
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been much confusion of terminology. We shall try to employ what seems to 
be the simplest terminology consistent with the terminology already presented 
herein. 
Let F be an infinite recursive field. From this, we can construct an R-,-dimensional 
vector space, with scalar field F. Call this structure V,(F). To begin with, the language 
of vector spaces will be given by a binary function for addition, and an indexed set 
{C’( ))CEF of infinitely many unary functions. For every c E F, the function c .( ) 
represents calar multiplication by c. 
Every copy of V_,(F) is therefore of the form JZZ = (A, + , {c-( )}CEF), where A is 
the underlying set of the copy. To say that a copy of V,(F) is recursive is then to say 
that A is a recursive set, + a recursive operation, and the functions {c.( )}ceF are 
uniformly recursive. Note that this implies the field F is recursive. 
Given any two subspaces Si and S2 of V,(F) such that S1 n S2 = {0}, and S1 @ S2 
has infinite co-dimension in V,(F), that is, dim(V,(F)/(S1 0 S,)) = co, we seek to 
find conditions under which there is a recursive copy of V,(F) with Si\{Of and S2\(O} 
recursively inseparable. First, we will want that there is no pair F1 and F2 of Cl, (3) sets 
such that S1\{O} c F1 c S,\(O), S2\{O} E F2 G SI\{O} and F1 u F2 = V,(F). The 
following lemma in fact tells us substantially more. 
Lemma 3.16. Let F be a field with a recursive copy, and S be a subspace of V,(F) such 
that S has infinite dimension. For any M < co y” let F be a Cl,(p) subset of V,(F) such that 
S c F. Then, F contains the (set-theoretic) complement of a finite-dimensional subspace 
of V,(F). 
Proof. Let F be such a C:(j) set. Let xi and x2 be elements of V,(F) both of which lie 
outside the subspace generated by j, that is, let x1,x2 $Span(p). Then there is an 
automorphism rr of I/,(F) with n(xi) = x2 and n(j) = p. Consequently, if F contains 
any element $ Span(j), then F contains all elements not in Span(j). As S c F, and S is 
infinite-dimensional, F must contain an element not in Span(j), thus F contains the 
complement of Span(j), that is, F contains the complement of a finite-dimensional 
subspace of V,(F). 0 
Before we apply our main theorem, we need to understand the GY relations on 
V,(F). This is simpler than in linear orderings or Boolean algebras, as the following 
theorem shows. 
Theorem 3.17. Let F be a recursive field, 1 Q y < CD?. Let X = {x1, . . . ,x,}, j= 
{VI,. . . , y”} be a pair of n-tuples from V,(F). Then X Q y j tff for all cl, . . . , c, from F, 
ClXl + czxz + . . + C,X” = O++ClY, + czy, f . . . + c,y, = 0. 
Proof. Consider first y = 1. If there are cr, . . . , c, from F with exactly one of 
xic,,cixi = 0 or Iis” ciyi = 0 holding, then here is a parameter and quantifier-free 
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sentence true of X, and false of j. However, if for all cl, . . . ,c, from F, 
Ctsn cixi = 0 t“Ci<,, ciyi = 0, th en there is an automorphism x of V,(F) with 
n(xi) = yi, i Q n. Thus, any finitary parameter-free universal sentence true of X is true 
of j. This completes the case y = 1. 
Assume X < 2 j?. It follows that X < 1 j, and hence xi<. ciyi = 00 CiG,, ciyi = 0, for 
all cl, . . ,c,fromF.AssumeCi,,cixi=Ot*Ci,.c,yi=Oforallcl,...,c,fromF, 
- - 
but that there is ? such that for all ? we have y,? < 1 x, q IS false. Let n be an 
automorphism of V,(F) taking jj pointwise onto X. Then let 4 = z(T). Enumerate 
y,r= yr,. . . 
- - 
,y, and x,q=xl,.. . ,xI. Then Ci~lCiXi = O++Ci<,Ciyi = 0, SO 
-- -- - - 
y, Y < y x, q by assumption, contradiction. So for all ? there is 4 with y, r d 1 X, q. Thus 
x < 2 y. This completes y = 2 and moreover shows that X d I j c* X d 2 9. However, it 
then follows by normal transfinite induction using the definition of <? that for all 
y < WY, X d i j c* X d y jJ, from which the theorem follows. cl 
From this. we can deduce: 
Theorem 3.18. Let F be a field with a recursive copy. Assume there is a recursive 
copy ~4 of V,(F) such that in ~2 there is an algorithm to decide whether or not 
any finite set of vectors is linearly dependent. Then, for all a > 1 with c( < co:’ there is 
a recursive copy @ with two subspaces TI and T, such that T,\(O) and T,\(O) are 
AZ inseparable. 
Proof. Let S1 and Sz be subspaces of d such that 
1. S1 nS2 = {0), 
2. both S1 and Sz are recursive as subsets of &‘, 
3. dim(S,) = dim(S2) = cc, and dim(V/(Si 0 Sz)) = cc. 
First we verify that d satisfies the assumptions (l)-(4) of Theorem 2.17. We know 
already that Si\{O} and S,\(O} are recursive in &. We give a decision procedure for 
the existential diagram of any copy of Vm(F). 
Let cp be an existential sentence in the finitely many parameters p in the copy d. 
We give a procedure to determine if rp is true or false. 
_ - --. . 
Assume cp is of the form 3 X $(x, p), where $(x, p) 1s m disjunctive normal form. Then 
cp can be expressed in the form Wi= 1,, , II 3X tji(X, j), where each $i is a conjunction of 
atomic sentences and negations of atomic sentences, for i with 1 < i < n for some 
- - 
n E N. It suffices to give a decision procedure for each sentence 3X Il/i(x, p). We can 
- - 
assume $i is a conjunction of sentences of the form “t(x,p) = 0” and “t(x,p) # O”, 
t some term of the language of vector spaces. 
Consider first any sentence of the form t(.?, p) = 0. For definiteness, assume X is an 
m-tuple, that is, X = xi, . . . ,x,, some particular variable xj actually appears in 
t(x, p), and no variable _xi, . . 
--. 
. , Xj_ 1 appears in t(2, j). We can then write t(x,p) m the 
form xj = (X\{xj},p), simply by transposition and field operations. Then, substitute 
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- - 
the expression t(x\{xj),p) for all instances of the variable Xj in $i(X, p). Thus, the 
sentence 
3x1,. . 
- - 
. ~xj-l~xj~xj+l~~~~ 3Xfn[t(X~P)&A(X,P)l 
reduces to an equivalent 
jxl,. . . ,xj-13xj+l,. . * ~xm[A*(x~P)l 
where A* is obtained from A by the substitution indicated. 
- - 
We may continue this process on all formulae t(x, p) = 0 (in which some xi appears) 
appearing in $i(X,p). Eventually, the sentence 3X ~i(X,p) will be reduced to an 
equivalent sentence of the form 32 $r(.F, p), where Z c X, II/T is a conjunction of 
- - 
formulae of the form “t(x,p) = 0” and “t(%,p3 # O”, such that each formulae 
- - 
“t(x,p) = 0” involves only the parameters p. 
Each formula “t(2, ~7) = 0” will then be either true for all substitutions of X or false 
for all substitutions of X as t only actually involves the parameters j. Moreover, this 
- - 
can be decided given the recursiveness of the field F. If t(x,p) = 0 is true for all 
- - 
substitutions X, we can simply omit the conjunct t(x,p) = 0 from the sentence 
32$ *(Z, j). Otherwise, we know immediately that the sentence 3Z$*(Z, fi) is false. 
Hence, we can assume + r is a conjunction of formulae of the form “t(2, ~7) # 0”. 
Assume Z is an r-tuple, zl, . . . ,zI. Then imagine zl, . . . ,z, such that the set 
{z1,. . . ,zr, j} is linearly independent. Such a set exists, as V,(F) is infinite-dimen- 
sional. Moreover, for such a choice of zl, . . . , z,, 
- - 
“t(x, p) # 0” is true for any term t in 
our agreed language of vector spaces. Thus, the sentence 32+: (5, p) 
is true. 
We thus have a decision procedure for each 32$*(2, j). This gives us a decision 
- - 
procedure for each 3X $i(x, p). Hence we can decide if cp is true or false, as 
Cp(x)0 W 3xtii(x,P). 
i=l,...,n 
So the existential diagram of & is decidable. To show the relations (< p}s<a re 
recursive, it suffices to show that we can decide, given x1, . . . ,x,, y,, . . . , y, whether 
or not for all cl,. . . ,c, from F,Cig,CiXi = O~Ci~“Ciyi = 0. TO do this, find 
a maximal independent subset of x1, . . . , x, and express the others as linear combina- 
tions from this. Then, we simply see whether the corresponding y’s are linearly 
independent and whether the remaining y’s can be expressed as linear combinations of 
the independent y’s in the same way the corresponding x’s are expressible as linear 
combinations of the independent x’s. This can be done, as we have a way of deciding 
dependence in ~4, and hence the { < } . ,B B<a relations are recursive. We seek now to 
verify that the relations x E Cl,(S,\{O), j) and x E Cl,(S,\{O}, j) are recursive. 
Consider the relation x E Cl,(S,\{O},p). Cl,(S,\{O},p) is just the union of all Z:(p) 
subsets of $I u (0) containing p. Let F be a C;(p) subset of $, u (0). Then we know 
that if F contains an element not in Span(p), F contains all elements not in Span(p), 
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so F contains the complement of a finite-dimensional subspace. But S1 is infinite- 
dimensional, and F z g1 u {0}, so therefore F does not contain any elements not in 
Span(p). So F E Span(p) n(sl u (0)). Thus, Span(j) n (fl u (0)) E Cl,(Sr\(O}, 6). 
Clearly, every element of Span(p) n (S, u (0)) is in Cl,(S,\{O},p) for any a 3 1, thus 
Cl,(Si\{O}, P) = Span(F) n ($1 u (0)). Span(p) is recursive, as the dependence rela- 
tion on ZZZ is recursive, and so Cl,(Sl\{O},p) is recursive as desired. 
Given the satisfaction of conditions (l)-(4), we are now able to apply Theorem 2.17, 
from which we can conclude that if there are no two Z:(p) sets PI and F2 with 
Si\{O} c F1 G S,\{O),S,\{O} G F2 G Sl\{O> and F1 u F2 = V,(F), then there is a re- 
cursive copy of Va(F) satisfying the conclusion of our theorem. 
Consider any Z:(p) set F1 with Si\{O} s F, E S*\(O). As S1 is infinite-dimensional, 
F1 contains an element not in Span(p). Thus, F1 contains all elements not in Span(p). 
So F, contains a subspace of finite co-dimension. However, Sz has infinite dimension 
and F, E S,\(O), contradiction. Hence no such F, exists. 
We therefore conclude that there is a recursive copy 9? of V,(F) in which Si\(O} 
and S2\{O} are d,O inseparable, as desired. Letting r, =f-‘(S,) and T2 =f-‘(S,) 
gives us the theorem. 0 
We thus know that under very general conditions we can make two subspaces 
d,O inseparable in some recursive copy 33 of V,(F). 
Consider for some fixed n, the n-ary dependence relation on V,(F), that is the n-ary 
relation Dep, defined by “Depn(xl, . . . , x,) iff x1, . . . ,x, are linearly dependent in 
V,(F)“. We can then add these relations to the language of vector spaces, creating the 
expanded language { +, {c.( )>,,,, {Dep,}&. 
Given a vector space V,(F), we reserve the term recursive copy for a copy in which 
+ and c.( )csF are (uniformly) recursive. We call a recursive copy filly efictive if the 
relations {Dep,},,N are also uniformly recursive. Thus, a fully effective copy is just 
a recursive copy in the expanded language { +, {c.( )}c.F, {Depn}nEN}. So the set of 
fully effective copies is just the subset of recursive copies in which there is a depend- 
ence algorithm. 
The following lemma is of importance in the study of fully effective copies. 
Lemma 3.19. Let & and ~3 be fully efictive presentations of V,(F), for some recursive 
jield F. Then there is a A: isomorphism f: d z g!. 
Proof. By a recursive back and forth argument. Enemerate &’ as {al, a2, . . . } and 
9? as { bi, bZ, . . . }. We then construct a chain of functions f0 c fi c f2 c . . . such 
that ai E dom(fzi), bi E ran(fii+l), uicwJ is an isomorphism from ~2 to g. 
Begin by letting f. = 0. We proceed inductively. Assume we have constructed 
fi such that dam(A) is finite. We seek to construct h+ i. Assume i + 1 = 2j for some 
j E N. Thus we only need make sure that aj E dom(f;+r). Let Z = dom(jJ, and 
b= ran(J). If aj is already in a, then we are done. Otherwise, begin by finding 
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a maximal linearly independent subset a* of a. This is possible, as the dependence 
relations are recursive in d. There are two cases. 
Case 1: (aj,ii*> is a linearly independent set. Then, pick any z in 4Y such 
that z $Span(b). We can find such a z recursively using the dependence algorithms. 
Then let 
Case 2: {aj, Z*} is not a linearly independent set. As a* is a linearly independent set, 
we must then have that aj is some linear combination of the a*; that is aj = t(ii*) for 
some term t. By enumerating {t(i*): t is a term in { +, {c-( )csF}}, we can recursively 
find the term t such that aj = t(ii*). Then, let z = t(fi(ii*)); and let 
This completes the construction of fi+ 1. We assumed i + 1 was even. If i + 1 is odd, 
we must make sure that some bj is in the range of fi+ 1. The details are analogous. 
So f= Un<,fn is l-l and onto. It is clear from the construction that f preserves 
the structure of the vector space, and is hence an isomorphism. Moreover, f is 
recursive, as it is the union of a uniformly recursive chain of finite functions. q 
So all fully effective presentations are dy isomorphic. As A: isomorphisms preserve 
the recursion-theoretic structure in which most recursion theorists are interested, it is 
convenient to phrase Lemma 3.19 as “up to recursive isomorphism, there is exactly 
one recursive copy of V,(F).” 
We seek then to generalize Theorem 3.18 to find conditions under which we can 
find a fully effective copy of a vector space with two subspaces AZ inseparable. As can 
be seen by the following theorem, the conditions are more strict. 
Theorem 3.20. Let F be a countable field. Assume there is a fully effective presentation 
d of V,(F) with decidable existential diagram. 
Then, for all c( > 1 with c( < coyK there is a fully eflective copy W with two subspaces 
TI and T2 such that T,\(O) and G\(O) are AZ inseparable. 
Proof. Let S, and S2 be subspaces of V,(F) in ~2 such that 
1. S1 n S2 = {0}, 
2. both Si and SZ are recursive as subsets of &‘, 
3. dim(S,) = dim(S,) = cc, and dim(V/(S, 0 S,)) = co. 
By assumption, & has decidable existential diagram and Si and S, are both recursive 
in d. We still have that any C;(p) (in the new expanded language) subset of a vector 
space which contains an infinite-dimensional subspace also contains a subspace of 
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finite co-dimension. Thus, using the same argument as in the proof of Theorems 3.17 
and 3.18, the { < } , B p Gar elations are recursive in d (in fact, the d y relations work out 
to be the same as those given by Theorem 3.17), and CI,(S,\(O}, p)= 
6% u (0)) n Span(F). 
By the same argument that appears in the proof of Theorem 3.18, we also know that 
there are no two CL sets F, and F2 with S1\{O} c F1 c S2\(O} and 
&\{O} E Fz E S,\(O), IFI u F2j = cd. 
So we know there is f: g -+ & in which f- ‘(S,\(O)) and f -‘(S,\(O)) are AZ insep- 
arable. So letting Tl =f-‘(S,) and T2 =f-‘(S,) we have the theorem. 0 
The main difference between the extra assumptions in Theorems 3.18 and 3.20 is 
that in Theorem 3.20 we specifically require that V,(F) has a fully effective copy with 
decidable existential diagram in the stronger language of vector spaces. In The- 
orem 3.18 we were able to deduce that any recursive copy of V,(F) had decidable 
existential diagram in the weaker language and so did not need the extra assumption. 
It turns out that not every fully effective copy will have decidable existential diagram 
in the stronger language. In particular, if the field F has a recursive copy which does 
not have a splitting algorithm, this may be the case. See [9] for this result. (A field is 
said to have a splitting algorithm if there is a procedure to decide when any 
polynomial in F [x] is reducible.) So we cannot expect to be able to show a general 
decision procedure for existential sentences in the stronger language of vector spaces 
without additional assumptions. Hence, we cannot expect to avoid stronger condi- 
tions in Theorem 3.20. 
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